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The Second Congress of our Party completely routed the political line of atform- 
:h through a period of ten long yea s had vitiated our policy <md practice. The 
c and political analysis of the New Thesis had sounded the call to the i ,rty to 

from the old reformist past of trailing behind the bourgeoisie, of withholding and 
.wging and of decrying the revolutionary fighting Initiative of the toiling masses. 

However, even though routed, reformism was by no means completely eliminated. ater 
the second Congress, it is no longer possible to openly advocate the policy of reformism, 
to directly challenge or repudiate the revolutionary Marxist line laid down in the roli- 
tical Thesis, 'Pt it continues to raise its head in daily practice, on the eve of every 
struggle, tn the matter of estimates about the present upsurge. It manifests Itself under 
various garbs or pleas - all of which serve to enver up the fear of participating in and 
leading the growing fight of the masses, the panicky flight from the concrete task oi 
building the struggles.

The Report of the PB MGn the Tactical Line” in the present phase of our struggle, has 
brilliantly unmasked the right reformism and petty bourgeois revolutionism, as evinced 
in our understanding and practice following upon the Party Congress. It has struck a 
decisive blow at all open or .overt attempts to negate the revolutionary line laid down in 
the Political Thesis, and to drag the Party back into the old reformist period. It has 
exposer? the social roots of these deviations which continue to hold the i .rty back in the 
following words*-

*One of the legacy of We reformist period is the overwhelmingly petty bourgeois 
composition of the Party....As a logical consequence of the reformist policy the Party 
ras based on the wrong class. The working class, the poor peasant «nd the agricultural 
workers were in the main neglected — so far as recruitment inside the Party was concern
ed. In the name of non-sectarianism, bourgeois and petty bourgeois Intellectuals un- 
temperod by Marxist education were encouraged with all their faultsJ they themselvtus 
were prevented from taking a firm stand against capitalists, reformists and often 
denounced as terrorists, bhadralog etc. when their <intl—Imperialist instincts drove thei 
to take a correct stand.** (p.10).

Everything that is said in "the Tactical Line**, with regard to the -anif^station of 
right reformism and nettv "bourgeois revolutionism elsewhere, applies with redoubled ■ orce 
to"our province. The PB in its letter to the members of the C.F. P.O. has summed it up by 
pointing out that, "in y^rr province vacillations in conducting struggles are not only 
not uncorwon but must be frequent”.

TMs is so, because the Party in C.P. Berar, especially its leading organs, are 
over-he singly petty bourgeois 5n composition. It is dr awn mainly from ex-students and 
the urban mi< ile clsss, who in the entire period of refornd-sm, have not gone through the 
school of ^arxlaa. Mot having imbibed the revolutionary teachings of ^ir.dsm, never 
tempered in the course of’ any wide mass movement, leave alone any milit.mt xasx class 
struggles, they have failed to shake themselves free frori all traces of their class origin.

Under the ideological and practical influence of Mote, their bourgeois outlook, 
instead of being eliminated, has only' been hardened, leading to the chronic disease of 
the petty-bown-.eolsie - vig. right reformism masquerading behind left phrases, sneering 
at the revolutionary initiative of the nasses by dubbing them as "economism", talk 
a . r w revolution n abstract, vshilG fearing to organise stru 4 les in the concrete, and 
panicky withdrawal at the first bourgeois attack.

The war declared against reformisai by the b^cond Congress and the call given in the 
liquidate the social and class roots of reformism, has not been carried fcrwarl 

upt.11 now in our province. No serious attempts have even been made to re-educate the 
entire Party on the basis of the Second Congress Thesis, so as to break ^ith the old 
understanting and practice. Furtheirmore, no honest attempt has been made to review our 
mm past to see where our mistakes lay, to go to the roots of these mistakes, and thus 
bar the door against the repetition of such mistakes under different guises. The PB in 
its letter has riven a timely warning by pointing out that -

’’Reformism is a disease which dies hard and it must be pulled out by roots, and it 
is uncersto^ best in ’•elat.ion to our work and current struggles - and not In abstraction.”

If the Harty in our province is to turn thwc its wheels from the slipping path of 
reformism on to the path of revolutionary struggle, it mist objectively and earnestly 
undent ke a self-critical review of its past at least from the time of the first big 
post-war upsurge of the working class in o r province during i.irch-^pril, 1947.

+*he textile-workers, sweepers and primary teachers - numbering 
aro .t tu,000 went on province—wide general strikes. So profound was the revolutionary up- 

that or nearly a whole month the working class stood upto the bourgeois terror - 
hundrec s went to jail, and faced all repression. Sven the so-cHled "ba -Kard” sweepers, 
unoer our lead, displayed marvels of heroism and initiative, weeper wo^en fought b<;.ck
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police repr^ ssion, Their bold fight called forth the spont .neou? support of the iddle 
class and othar sections of the working class, Strike-breaking attempts of the - inistry 
and the black-legs, were foiled by their cooperation.

Put called upon to play a leading role in the sweepers’ strike, Cem. M.D’s knees began 
to 0) ike. In the midst d the developing i I le, he began to r.-dse -anicl;- ■ -r ■ >r Jts 
unconditional withdrawal under bogus pleas of not losing people’ s support5 not jeopardising 
the health of the people, of saving the Party from a smash-up etc. He made vigorous efforts 
to call off the strike, ft is significant that in this, Mote who liad just then been released 
from jail, lent him his full support. The efforts of loth these emr-.des vere rebuffed by 
the other comrades who had the responsibility of conducting this strug. le -nd especially 
by Com. Brahme. So i versed was Can. V.D, in his reformist understanding, and so utterly 
blind to his anti-struggle, anti-working class deviation, that in a subsequent P#O,C» 
meeting where he was called to order, he threatened to stake his Party card and stayed out 
of the rest of the meeting, going completely inactive for a long period of 3 months.

But was not alone in this anti-strugcle trend, '.hiring this time 5 members of th© 
then P.O.C, (d.h., H,K., Vote, ABB, and Diwanjee) were in jail along with 9 other comrades. 
The Security prisoners had i iven notice of a hunger strike for the fulfilment of their 
demands. It was the first tine Communists In jail were di ectly challening the 'ini-dry’s 
policy of humiliating the leaders of the working class movement, of trying to crush their 
morale. However, just on the eve of that all the members of the r.O.C, led by ^te initiated 
it? withdrawal.

The P,O.C. meeting held soon afterwards (i.e, in April-lay> 1947) - after all the comr
ades had been released from detention, brought forward the extent of this reformist under- 
?tending in all the members of the F.O.C, without exception. Tills was the period when Joshi 
through his Pol.-Qrg. letter had launched his o: en attack against the August resolution of 
the C.C. characterising all strug^es as vanguardist, explaining repression as being preci
pitated by our adventurist and sectarian actions - thus giving a clean alibi to the bour
geoisie, refusing to see the upsurge and the maturity of the revolutionary crisis. The under
standing of the C.P., F.C, at this tine, fully coincided with the gross reformist estimates 
put forward by Joshi in his Fol-Org. letter.

The withdrawal of the hunger strike in jail was upheld, - the tactics of hunger-strike 
in jail being berated as "adventurist" and "provocative", In a resolution on kisans who had 
in the Ch indur Talu$ bravely faced the most brutal police terror in contrast to certain 
leaders like D.J. and Dighade who had deserted their posts, repression was estimated as being 
precipitated by our vanguard! st actions. In typical fashion the resolution visualised u per
spective of constructive approach to the Ministry, on the basis of its election pledges, and 
a campaign to win over the 'ongress masses for demanding a Lind Comnirslon which would invefti- 
gate into the land-relations, the distribution of holdings etc., in C.?. and -berar i Thus, 
not the building of a struggle for land to the tiller, hut a campaign for a "Land Comnlssion 
to investigate into land-holdings" - such was the bankrupt lead (Zl) given by this resolution.

The resolution on the textile front similarly put forward a policy of joining forces will 
the Socialists and Kuikarites. It estimated that a situation had developed where it is 
possible to have a united front with all these reformists, while the danger of IXTUC was not 
even taken note of. Politically too, there was an idea of having a united front with Social
ists,

In short, the i^ay i ,0,^, meeting revealed the following ele -ents in the understanding of 
the P«O.C, nenbersi-

(1) itepresslon is being precipitated by our vanguardist and adventurist actions, in con
ducting for exam le an intensive agitation on the slogan of "land to the tillers" in kisans, 
in orranis.’ng Government employees like peons, Government Press workers, etc., ?ind of leading 
their actions. liy these actions, it was estimated, the Party had "invited" repression on its 
head.

(ii) A more positive approach to the Ministry and the Congress is possible and Biust *e 
undertaken, after the Ministry had already passed the K.F.O, Act and flack Act !

(ill) The Party must try and have a united front with .Socialists and Huikarltes in tr^de 
union imd political field. It must approach them and join hands with them.

This mounts to a policy of conplete abjuration of any Btrnggl* and a liquidation of 
the Party. In the nano of "saving the Party" it advocated a cowardly ’
Then ’t is known that the Forty of the working class grows and develops not by retiftating 
l^re rwereadotkt but Ing b«ir ' '-error, by raring the worklw clast and
through 't? the other sections of “the neople to resistance.

cieirlv the -.embers of the P.O.C. had learned nothing frnn the bigg^^t stm' le fought
bv the y<^ktw c’wTtm then in C.F., from the ’ erole way In which the entire working class
and t>e kiwans of Chandur had faced repression - one-t> nth of which would .-a/e umro. JL 
Si in anC lh°r period. Just because they failed either then or Utor on, to draw the neces-
tnem m an„ —' m-4 >n+ nf t.ho unsuree in the mat’iring revolutionary criFi,sary conclusion from this aoout the ructent oi we sur^e in theirand to review the roots of their raisUkes they retrained sunk to a very large eatent in - 
reformism even in the subsequent period.

III. Fro* the tine of the ’ay, 1947 meeting to the Party-Congress - Feb.1948, the P.O.C
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makes no efforts either at revising or rejecting the outlook of the "ay, 1947 meeting. But 
faced with the actual discontent of the masses, a minority section iocs begin to take an 
attitude of leading struggles and agitation on these lines. Thuss-

In the klsans there is practically no revemsnt. <ith the perspective of organising any 
struggle or conducting any lion on the osntral slogan of "land to the tiXtars" I, . 
completely abjured, there was of course no question of doing anything on thi-- front. 
Faced with a reality totally diff erent from anything visualised in the r.G.J. resolution, 
the Kiran farty members, did not know what to do. They became demoralised, went inactive, 
and in thd prevailing atmosphere, disruptive tendencies sot in.

In the sweepers, even after the brave struggle fought by them, we completely gave up 
all concrete agitation and exposure,

So scared were we of the perspective of organising strug les, which would Inevitably 
be more titter and fierce - at any place, that in the name of “demoralisation’’ of the 
sweepers, w. took up an attitude of almost “servile ksgix begging” before Vie Government. 
The sweeoers, - who had only recently demonstrated their fighting capacity, beyond any 
expectations entertained by ns, and who had unmistakably nroved that they were NGT demorali
sed even after three weeks of struggle, (as Is clear from the fact that when Cora. Chouthraal 
was treacherously arrested follow'ng upon the withdrawal of the strike, 100C sweepers in 
Ragpur, within one hour rallied from the busters, marched in a demonstration and surrounded 
the Fotwali demanding and forcing the Government to concede his release) - now began to be 
slandered as being “backward" and "demoralised". These were the usual slanders of the 
working class with which on several occasion® reformism covered up its fear /md incapacity 
of organising mass actions and leading struggles. This anti-working class and anti- 
strvggle outlook went to such an extent that when the Pr ovine IM Government published 
bulletins falsely asserting that it had done a lot for the sweepers and brazen-facedly for- 
warded them to the Union for distribution, our comrades, purticulirly Com. Chouthmal, not 
only did not react indignantly at this shameless hoax and failed to realise the need for 
coring out with an exposure handbill to call their Muff, but were on the point of obliging 
the Government.

fee-reduction
In students, we started by taking up the issue of/toEsjeKsboad^^ and launched our 

campaign by nxvga: organising jointly with the Students Congress a province-wide one-day 
protest strike and demonstrations at the very beginning of the session, de also forced the 
Students Congress to agree to a joint call for a continu us strike from the month of 
August. Independently of the S.C., the P.S.F. went on building up an agitation amongst the 
students through a number of fee-reduction conventions, signature campaigns and meetings 
and even setting up of Councils of Action at some places. The sweep of the movement, for the 
first time drew in the vast .mass of school students, and roused them for struggle. But it 
was the time when reformist illusions on the matter of unity with the xxit A.I.b.C, were 
at a height, and on this issue, the PSF in the name of Joint >ction, went on trailing 
behind the S.C., whose leaders were not prepared far struts le, who only wanted to secure 
some concessions through the good offices of certain citizens and by utilising the pressure 
of the mass movement, in order then to deceive the masses and disrupt their movement. 
Completely under-estimating the extent of the uneurge amongst students, and afraid of lead
ing it all on our own despite the sabotaging role of the SC., Balram displayed tr tendons 
vacillations when the S.C, leaders proposed the first postponement of the strike for a period 
of one month. Instead of starting an exposure .And independent mobilisation for struggle, he 
ultimately lined up with them. But the- Ministry well-understood the -seaning of this upsurge, 
and therefore after a nuH.er of procrastinations it offered a paltry and bogus concession, 
after which the 3.0. called fcr the withdrawal of the strike. The F.O.C. which was in 
session In those days, sharply drew the attention of Balram to his trailing behind the 
S.C. even at that stage, and ankod him not to associate the iSF with the withdrawal. A state
ment was then issued by the BSF refusing to be a party to cor end this bogus concession 
to the students, and dissociating itself from the SC. But it was no longer possible to 
cane out with an independent call of strike-action. The previous attitude which was tn effect 
an attitude not of leading struggles but of warding them off, had succeeded in scattering 
the upsurge, and in destroying the confidence of the mass in the student organisations.

In the textiles, despite the utterly reformist line given by the t;ay ?0C meeting, con- 
fronted with the practical issues agitating the textile-workers, we took the initia

tive in formulating and putting before the court ths basic daaands of the working class, 
;>uch as living we^je, Mnimum wage, standardised wages, and full D.A., utilising to the full 
the mrnuc experience of Com. f»ule in this re pert. «e correctly understood our participa
tion in the Court proceedings, as part of our agitation to rouse the textile-workers behind 
th< se basic demands. Through all this, we even forced Ruikar to accen t at least in words, 
the d&j ands formulated by us and compelled him to agree to the call of a General Strike in 
October against the interim award, when the Government then came forward wit a communique 
putting the question of livingwage etc. before the Tribunal, (thus partially cone ding the 
demand), but at the same time included the questionof surplus lab r as a terra of reference, 
we correctly pointed out that this presaged retrenchment and unemployment and ther< fore did 
not agree to a withdrawal of the gtrlke-c ill till this question was drony^d, The fact tluit 
Ruikar, however, wriggled out of the strike-call, was utilised by us to expose his treachery.

It is to he noted that Con. Keshav on all these issues maintained nd worked for a 
correct line, while members of the P.O.C. like Ram and Sudan, were of the view that by



calling the Sale ;md by our agitation we nr^lnitated }h^ker»e rift f *om the ..I.TJ-.C. 
Ra® even maintained that our strike-call in October was incorrect; Sudan criticised 
the bandbill that was issued attacking Rntker, as being unnecessarily sharp. In reality, 
if the work on the textile-,front during this rer4od is tn be criticised, it is from 
the very opposite angle. For, the defects in our agitation and outlook precisely lay 
in th® feet that we failed to understand theGevrt ftroeeedings and all the manoeuvres 
of the capitalists and their Governsnnt as mere smoke-screens to cover up their attempts 
at passing the burdens of the crisis on the working class, thdt therefore we conduc ed 
our agitation only as partial stru le and did not link .it ip wi th the growing economic 
crisis and the workers’ way out of it vis. nationalisation and workers’ control; that 
consequently we also failed to conduct a general, all-round consistent and vigorous 
exposure of the reformist’s betrayal. These defects in fact, Jwipered the task of isolat
ing the reformists, of building our cadres and following, and of sufficiently orient 
ing them towards the independent leadership of struggle®. But the criticisiis levelled at 
Com. Keshav’s work in that period, reveal, that the critiques only wanted to drag the 
texttie-front still deeper into reformism.

In this period the Indian bourgeoisie launched its most vicious attack against the 
living st mdardg of the people by introducing decontrol. In the Nagpur textile fraction 
and the Nsgnur Trade Mon Council, the reed to fiij t this bourgeois attxk was 
realised. The Provincial fraction also decided to rake the FTUC give a Call for & one- 
day wrotest strike on 15th December. The P^'C General Council issued this call. It -as 
one of the most significant Independent political action that the working cla? at th.it 
stage was called upon to lead. The fact that later on Rulker came ovt frontally in 
o position to the stride, only meant that there was to be an open race between us and 
the wwktwg bourgeois-reformists for winning over the working class. Put so strong/ was 
the pull of reformism that leading members of the FOC opposed this strike md called for 
its withdrawal under various pretexts. Hone of these corr de3 would see the Indi nation 
which was already growing in the minds of the working class and other sections of the 
people against bourgeois policy and their urge to resist *t. In the Nagpur Balram 
led the discussion for its withdrawal, on the plea that/ after duiker’s opposition and 
with the existing "inadequate preparation" (In Nagpur because of Rulker’s opposition and 
in Juktulpore because of our own D.C.’s unwillingness) a strike on our own would only 
"disunite the workers". He advocated the observance of a protect day as in Bihar instead 
of a protest-strike.

It Is In the struggle against the bourgeoisie, the working class is more and more 
won away from reformist Influence, and its revolutionary unity is forged. Thug the talk 
of withdrawing an action, in the name of preserving the unity of the v/orking class, is 
alien to WjtxIsb, and a cloak for not fitbtlng the bourgeoisie.

The reformist understanding of a majority of the D.C. ambers almost raade then fall 
a victim to Balrist’s st .nd. They even began seriously discussing the ways by which the 
strike could be withdrawn. It was only the firm stand of Keshav, which/ ultiiua««ly 
prevented the o.c. from [dving up this strike.

Con. Asad, who bad been a party to the decision in the Provincial Fraction, did not 
even give a call for strike Ln Raipur.

i/h-tle, Com. S.I). of Jubbulpore, who had similarI3 participated in the Fraction meet
ing, was guilty of the gross anti-Party crime of issuing a pit lie statement dissociating 
from the strike, from the office of the City Snpertnt^n ent where he had gone for per
mission to hold a meeting. Thug, It is clear, th-tt in our practice, on the question of 
struggles, two attitudes begin tc be taken up inside the Party its leadership - one, 
an attitude which decries struggles or vacillates before them, the other which puts Its 
face towards them.

It shows the pull of reformism on our work, and in varying degrees on the P.O. leaders 
in this perldd. It shows the forms in which it expresses itself in each, which serve as a 
key to under stand the development and transf ormation in each, in the subsequent period.

r/. Discurglons on the new line and Party Congress;

The discussions held Ln the POC on the draft document revealed that a substantial 
section of .VC/ .embers, had at that stage broken from the old reformist understanding on 
major questions of national politics. They positively sided with the document in estimat
ing the collaborationist role of the bourgeoisie. They rejected the line of those who 
maintained that a certain section of the bo ;r(poisie (of wham Nehru was supposed to be tit* 
symbol) was still playing an oppositional role. They supported the slogan of ’’overthrow of 
the .Bourgeois Government" and the strategy of building a new class alliance - the emocratic 
ront. They are able to criticise the failings of the December document on such issues as 

the characterisation of the C.S.P. and other left parties, the differential approach towards 
Nehru and Patel, and the conception of the Democratic Front. k.D. and Joshi, for a long 
time took up the position that the small bourgeoisie is still oppositional, .’bhite, opposed 
the slogan of "overthrow of the Government" on grounds of "tactics" (which Iso explains 
his subsequent defection). As for Vote and D,J, and Huddar - they completely revealed 
their ’’petty bourgeois revolutionist" staid. They Indulged in lots of radical phrase-
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monrering to mask their own reformist conscience, to cover up the tracts of their right 
reformist sins* Tlie C.C* line was criticised from th© left* lut this tr^nd exposed 
itself when taking i stand on th® crucial issue of the maturing revolutionary crisis 
and the perspectives of developing struggles. The prominent left critiques - kite and 
D.J. attacked the failing of the C.C. line by calling it "economist’1 - which is the 
typical excuse towr wriggle out of the. developing stm gles, which campletelyaunderesti
mates the revolutionary significance of partial atrugples in the context of /maturing . 
crisis - and which is thus the line of those who in concrete, oppose and sabotage all 
struggles, while all -the time, mouthing revolutionary phrases* The rest of the v embers, 
unable to make a complete br^ak with reformism, could not demarcate themselves from 
these anti-Party formulations,Though, when Vote decried all partial struggles and quoted 
the December 29th strike in Bo? lay, the breaking of ban by the A*I*S,Fe workers, etc, as 
instances of ” vanguard! ®a” and "economism”, there was strong opposition from some comrades.

But the fact that reformism was not only not being liquidated, but was sought to 
be screened and given a new lease of life, is evident fro® this that while the members 
of the F.C.C, posed as fighting reformists on an all-India plane, while they attacked 
the reformism of the old C,C., they avoided all discussions of the deep-rooted reformism 
in O' r own province in our wider standing and practice in the entire preceding period. 
That is why, the F.O.C. t^kes a non-politlcal attitude and completely capitulates to re
formists in its own midst* Confirmed reformists who bad hardened intodisruptlve anti- 
Party elejnents, like Itote, D*J, and Huddar came in the forefront, posing us revolutionary 
fighters on the/ basis of their radical left talk, shrewdly trying to explain away and 
even Justifying their entire past. Com. M*D, - whose imrediate past was his panicky 
flight during the sweepers strike, followed by a period of total inactivity, was rehabi
litated in the leadership*

This capitulation to reforwisR is clearly reflected in the reflation on P.O.C. Org* 
passed in this very meting, which brushes aside the entire reformist practices, as only 
being a "negative attitude to Party forms" (11), and tries to rake the entire past look 
something like a "closed chapter", the omissions and comiscions of which have been 
mutually forgiven and forgotten.

It is further reflected in the election of delegates to the Party Congress at the 
Jubbulpore convention, where Cons, D.J. and K.$, - are elec tel as 2 out of 5 delegates*

Same attitude towards refmmisn is also seen in Keshav’s attempts to reach cwmromi- 
ses and agreements with Auiker on the T. field, instead of a bold attack against his 
treachery (betrayal of struggle) and his disruptive activities (The Workers5 United 
Front), and in agreeing to restrict and confine criticism.

It is therefore clear that the C.P*F.C„ does not draw any conclusions fro® the fight 
against reformism launched by the Party, in terms of its own practice, and its under
standing. Naturally, when faced with the first attack and a developing istru^le, vacilla
tions and anti-struggle tendencies prominently raiye ttieir head, close on the heels of 
the Party Congress; e.g. on the issue of the 16th “arch strike.

V, 16th ^wch Strike.

The rather experience of wrleue sections of tJW wd er.- a out the working of tri- 
bumls, the attack on their standards through di -control, and the Increasing repression 
cun evt ry strike, had given rise to growing dibcoa^nt amongs-& the workers all over the 
province. The working class demanded action. So strong was the urge, that even reform
ists 11 e *htiker and the Socialists cone forward for a general strike during th© PTVC 
Conference held in Feb. Tlie f'TUC giv®« a correct lead to the workers by calling for a 
provinc -wide strike on 16th Karch. Tlie extent of the upsurge is seen in the sweep of 
the strike-wave unleashed by this call. Actually the biggest strike action t .kes place 
in the province, in which the working class faces the nest wide-spread repression and 
Victimisation. Against this unprecedented terror, and with practically no lead at 
most of the centres, the working class fights back.

Tn Nagpur, the textrtle-emrkers left leaderless and arrested in scores, hold on for 
4 days. Against victimisation, the sweepers continue the fight for 3 days. At Jubbulpore, 
pottery workers carry on the fight for a week taking up other ir ues. At Rajnandgaon 
where there was no organisation and no independent work of the »arty, where our comrade 
throughout preceding eriod, had only acted as a lieutenant of duiker, the workers after 
the arrest of the whole Fx,Committee of the Union, spontanaously resort to new militant 
forms of resisting police terror by surrounding the Kotw^li, and attacking the jail. For 
the first time in the history of the working class ^oveewnt of mr province, 2 workers 
are martyred in this fight.

And y’ftt, how does the x'arty ruact »
Long before the strike started some comrades notably Kam and ^.J. opposed it. Unmoved 

by the spontaneous fi/ht of the Nagpur working class against repression and victirxLsation 
after the 16th ‘^arch and instead of boldly caning forward to lead it, the majority of 
Cecit. r.ombers (in a meeting held on 19th) - D*J,, B.N., A.B., and Mnhite, with D*J. as 
the spoke: nan, for a lent time >res^ or its withdrawal. Th® .latter 3 ultimately veered
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round to Keshav’s demand for continuation of the strike. Tie fact that the textile workers 
were not in a position to continue the strike after the 21st and that at that /moment to 
have stuck on to the slogan of continuing the strike would have been a mistake# /is of 
course ano her question. The point is to see the anti-stru^le outlook betrayed by the 
comrades in the nddst of a big strike-action# when their first concern should have been to 
think of how to continue and develop the strike*

At many of our centres# e.g. Padnera and Jubhulnore, we did nothing for the strike 
and sone of our comrades instead-of directly organising the workers and leading their 
fight# readily surrendered to the reformist-dominated executives of unions. At ajnandgaon, 
when the workers had "gb.*>raodn the jail demanding release of their leaders# braving bullets# 
and the police tn nanic was hastening to remove the yrironers elsewhere, Gora* Kastur who 
had been brought out of the jail# proceeded tn render a service to the authorities by ask
ing workers to disr-rre peacefully and not fall a pre/y to provocation.

At vari ous places# individual comrades - prominent among them being Abaji and a'ohite# 
display nanic and cowardice before police terror.

The extent of the reformism In majority of the POC comf: ’es is revealed in the April 
meeting of the FOC where the 16th -arch strike and the coming perspectives were reviewed.

Keshav submitted a report strongly defending the call of the 16th ILreh strike* 
He outlined the coming perspective, visualising the bourgeois offensive in textiles and 
sweepers# under cover of the Msngahmirti and Sarwate tribunals. He jut forward the task of 
specific agitation to prepare the working class for resisting it.

Mote# V,P.# and :Um o’-rnse the 16th V.^rch call as vang; ardfst and ec ancni st, the 
first two bven branding it as agent-provoc&tearim. In the name of political work of 
exposure, Party’s unpreparedness, the inner-Party crisis etc.# they advocated a line of no 
struggle# of abatement of all strut dies, in a situation when the working class was coming 
forward f or the boldest actions. It was a policy of o. en tetr^al.

Balram and ^hyam# oppose the call on the 16th March# on the basis of lack of adequate 
preparations, advocating that it would perhaps have boen expedient, say on the 16th 
April. How in one to understand the un vincipled st.jid of these two comrades, excepting as 
an attitude of surrendering to the previous section, as an attitude y/hich in effect turns 
out to he the same ? The inconsistency and vacillation of Bairam stand out, when it is noted 
that just before this be had along with Com. Asad "ersonally visited Rajn<mdraon. suggested 
to the local militants to continue the struggle, a-ith the issue of victimisation vhich was 
still then causing intense agitation, wrote out a harvlbill for’ them along these lines# and 
even sent Masurkar to help in leading the struggle*

Vith regard to the casing perspectives and our tasks outlined, Mote again attacks it as 
♦’economism” as running away with spontaneous discont* nt etc. nc«i again kc find rallying 
to Mote, and only after violent discussion, is he made to formally agree with the perspec
tives and tasks posed by other ccwrades.

Thus the reformism and the vacillations# expressed in the caKraxies mentioned,
stood exposf-d as downright anti—strugg le tendencies. The eq^Ariovs excuse and dubious stand 
of these comrades, of opposing struggles vdth the plea of inner-iarty crisis, of saving 
cadres etc. vhen the working class was comint forward to fight intewje bat les# even after 
the Farty Conrress, showed that though the Thesis . as being aecepteu xonAdly# it was being 
completely negated in practice^

However, even after the discussion regarding the caiing perspectives, reformist illu
sions continue to haunt our practise which showed that the understanding as formal, hj n 
afterwards ‘bilker started his hunger-strike in jail. Mo&t of the . d mem bers correctly 
assessed ft, s prelude to his betrayal, but there was narked hesitation and reluctance 
to concretely esq 
as to rescue them from reformist ksk floeoption as for instance the handbill issued by the 
Magpur Textile Fraction, After Huiker1s undertaking to the Government accenting industrial 
truce, Black Act etc* and promising servile cooperation with the tribunals# the r.enbers of 
the POC who were present (Ran, Keshav, Balram and Shyam) guaged the complete betrayal of 
Bulker and even Carnally acknowledged that the bourgeoisie and Its henchmen are rmt to isolate 
the Co^unistc as the most consistent fighters of the working class movwent and to behead 
them. p-'t ewn then the majority of the lectt. members# ^ashav# Ealrtm and Shy&m# harbo^ir^i 
almost childish < Hi si.•.-ns of legality# rtmgly estimated that or a few days at least there 

would be^a respite and that the Goverment ^ould keep to Its declaration at least in the case 
of the ^President of the 'TUC* As Is known, such illusions were promptly smashed by the 
Govt, when it arrested Keshav, who h«*d on that uiklex’standing, emerged from underground. A 
stat^^ent fx” the press drafted by K.D. after Keshav’s arrest, even failed to sharply condemn 
Huiker’s betrayal xhich had pavs-.d the way to thie treachery, and took a st «nd of eon Raining 
the arr nt'- etc. on the basis of the agreement. This actually meant surreptitiously accepting 
this aEreenent.

e now proceed to review our practice <>n all ,.^ajor fronts and issues# in the sore recent 
period - i.e* from June onwards, when the i arty recovered from the initial disorganisation 
caused by repression, and re-established its links.
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VI. As wisuaLit sd, the Lsaes* are’ Committee repo- the Man
els offensive on the tcucti la-workers of this province. -r ... correct

attitude is taken up to thin question in the Fatter of exposing the nature of this 
offensive, in denouncing the treacherous role of the reformists who had been parties to 
the xa inward, in pointing the real r^svolvtionary way-*‘Ut of the crisis via., n»itionalis&- 
tion and workers’ control, living -age etc., and in giving the call for unit d mass 
resistance to every aspect of the bourgeois attack reforsd . «•
Through a series of handbills this line is put forward amongst the toxt.lle-workers of 
Magpur. Simultaneously, on the basis of an estimate of the growing upsurge amongst 
the textile-workers, and the treacherous and disruptive role of all the 4 reformist 
unions, the slogan is mt forward for a United Textile Workers* Committees” as an 
organiser of the struggle, nnd a prelude to the "reunification of the working class 
under Co’munlst leadership” 1.e. as the starting point for a United Trade Union under 
our lead. Thus, when the owners out ur a notice In Nagpur about Implementing the 
Award, the workers «nont.menusly go on general strike from Avgust 2 despite the 
vigorous strike-breaking activities of all the 4 reformist unions. and look to ns 
expectantly, even If not confidently, for lead. A number of militants come together to 
form the UT C, As a result of this b—-edlate strike action, the workers forced the Govt, 
the owners and the reformist leaders after 5 days, to postpone the Implementation of the 
work-achedale rending the final award. This act too, was immediately pxtor^’ as a ruse 
to gain time and disrur.t the working class, the workers were warned that the final 
award would be nothing different, and they were therefore called upon to prepare for 
struggle and not to slacken their vigilance. An expected, the bourgeoisie launched 
its attack after a few days, and again the . erkers ^ent on a strike in winy departments 
of the impress '(ills. Once again we boldly came forward to nar lie lyate in the strike, 
attacking the reformists* role, and inde endontly gave a call for one-day strike against 
the mass re. region which Government had started by then. Because of the unprecedented 
mass terror against all workers, and cenecially the members of the UT G, there was c£ 
course a temporary setback, even a partial loss of confidence by the ""orker 5n his own 
fighting capacity. Hence the tactics of rallying the workers, through participation in tie 
arks Committee election, while at the same tine exposing its nature, and calling upon 

the workers to unite for strup^e fv their haste demands, w ulo tod. Meiny awnbers of 
the local textile fraction, overwhelmed by the bourgeois terror, and stunned by White’s 
defection at that period, betrayed considerable vacillation in boldly agitating on tills 
progr -me and in conducting the election cewpolgn, which explains the failure to rally 
any section worth the name round the 5n this period. Fls^ory 'roved within a ^onth 
the correctness of the lead given by the %ypi!r to these comrades, that tinder con
ditions of a naitri.ng revolutionary crisis any setback can only be at h^st temporary, 
that the working class would come f cr^ard 4nto the battle again and Spain, every time 
more steeled, and that therefore ^t would be impermissible to disorientate o^r^lvr-s from 
the path of struggles - partial or general, on the plea that the worker- are **demoralised”, 
and so or.. S'me comrades, who In the face of this clear direcxiAn, nevertheless funked 
when called upon to lead agitntlon and strikes in their department, e.g. Meshrar and 
Nakhle, nr baffled by the initial difficulties which the d Is I r.’nd tn encounter, have 
advocated driving it ’’underground” as it were, have rightly deserved the censure of the 
Party, though the D.C. has uptil no* neglected the task of liquidating such trends and 
eliminating such elements, and has even sliown some indulgence towards them.

Lack of clarity about the yyx perspectives of the developing stnigyle, and there
fore negligence of the. t;;sk of concrete exposure at certain moments, for instance, when 
the court was in its final session, however prevented the mobilisation of militant! 
round the DT^C, and was even responsible for the 'Memoralisation” which for sowtiEse 
overtook a few fraction comrades, (kit if such has been our practice, in the ain, in 
Nagpur - the centra of reformist influence amongst the textile-workers, >hat 1«ob been our 
practice in the 5 Bwrar centres - whore we are the leading force, 4»xui shere at one centre 
we have unchallenged sray 1 ne must analyse the estimate of the situation or the attitudd 
towards concrete issues of struggle, which the 1c ders of the L.C. from time to
time mint>:iined, as well as their work in this period, to answer this question.

After his release In fay end, Com. Sudan first of all put forward views with regard 
to Increased vs>rk-load and retrenchment, which basically coincided with those h-Id by 
duiker, ^he attention of the Arraoti D.C. was inwediately drawn to these erroneous views 
held by the leading comrades on textiles In Beror, through a lett< r addressed by B&lram 
on behalf of the Magjmir D.C. The Amraori D.C. instead of seriously undertaking a fight 
against such vlcwr and of calling Sudaw to order, satisfied itself by asking Suda® and 
Bairs® to meet together, and thrash out the points, as If it was some thing concerning 
them mutually. 1th the publication cf the Award , Comrades Sudan and I'.f. in response to 
an invitation by participated in a Conference. In this ' vet’ng, hodam net only
did not attack the A-vard and the part, played by &uiker In foisting it on the workers, but 
on the contrary almost approved of It, with certain minor and petty reservations (€»g. 
the iemess of the plecc-^ates). Both these corir ides even accepted positions in a sub
committee set up at this Conference by duiker, the object of which was to s ig, est insioil' 
fleant alterations within the framework of the Award and to throw dust in the eyes of 
the workers. Com. S.K. at that stage, dtsap: roved of Siam’s position and realised very x 
soon that the participation In such a sub-committee was a refonaiat blunder. An iruoraal 
meeting of leading co^r ides on the textile-front, where for a consldsralle tLw Bair am 
argued with nodam, reve led anong other things that Suda® co mpletely und^r^stimat ;d Ihe



the attack of retrench'ent and 5.nc •-eased work-load, and he had no faith that the worker 
could or world resist It. He made an anti-working Glass distinction between badli and 
permanent workers, casually remarking that the nw&rd would only man more enforced leave 
for the badli workers about whoa the wnare have no obligation to give orb, and that the

•« will . st this« It Is with si I , Bulker anf
his agents in Nagjjur ! ried to screen the bourgeois offensive, to whitewash the a/ard and 
to divide the badli from the perwnert workers. In this Dudam ras nowhere in advance of 
Hulker, or of the con^iouFness of the most backward worker.

The roots of Sudan's reformist undersLmding, lay tn his refusal to see the economic 
crisis, his denial of the bourgeois offensive, and his failure to see the growing working 
class u:. surge against this offensive - his lack of faith in the working class. That If, in 
short, his denial of every elent.nt of the maturing revolutionary crisis.

Even after the above discussion even though uudam formally resiled from his previous 
position, it is clear he did not change. For as it transpires he advocated similar views in 
his talks with the comrade •? at - rllchpur, on the above, as well as on the pivstion of third 
shift - which had aireddy bsen sufficiently exposed by articles in the ?a and the isadi.

Throughout this period, all struggles have been continuously avoided and sabotaged 
at all the ’ B*rar centres. The strikes fought by the Nagour and Pulgann workers fy in 
August were on basic issues affecting the entire orkinr class. Yet nothing was done in the 
Berar centres to draw the workers into the struggle, which would have considerably dee nod 
and intensified the fight against the award right at thrt stage. wke-r at other centres 
resist tie "piece-rates” and "difference” arising from the award, tut at these centres the 
owners euccessfully introduced these measures, without any opposition on oar oart, even 
though workers are considerably dissatisfied, at ^llichpur on 2 or 5 occasions strikes 
spontaneously break out in some departments but at our instance they are withdrawn. In the 
name of a general concerted struggle on all fundamental issues, which is supposed to break 
out at some future date (perhaps after we had "reorganised ourselves J), partial struggles 
are withheld, even though this wrong distinction between "partial* and "general struggles* 
was already debunked in a Fraction nieeting in Seotenber. uhon a "general sirtutle" does actua
lly break o..t’ (auch sooner than e expected;, it finds xwxy these very comrades cample\oly 
unwilling to load or organise It.

The gathering discontent of the working class against the attack on its standards, 
reached bursting point after the arrogant refusal of the owners to gr^nt 3 months’ bonus. 
This indignation compelled even the arch traitor - huiker, to talk the l^ng^ige ox strike 
and even notice for it, if only to cover up his inevitable compromise on this issue 
and to divert and canalise the workers’ discontent. Ahe Berar Council of action of our 
3 unions, also served a notice of strike linking up the demand of bonus with the other 
ba ic issues of the workers. The Provincial handbill clearly earned the workers against 
duiker’s g^me, exposed bls manoeuvre, pointed ont that he does not nmn to launch <my 
■trike, and called on workers to nilly In local and P^nvin^ia?- Joint Co’xieUs of Action. 
The resolution passed by the FOC visualised all this end pointed to our primary responsibi
lity of Inid’ng it locally and p’-ovinctally. The resolution and the discussions underlined th; 
connection between the general strike for bonus with the wider general strike against rk- 
load, retrenchment and for living wnge. full DA. etc. emphasising that a bold leadership 

in the first pluse would alone rouse the working claos tn the next M;;hcr phase of struggle. 
True, it did not ’predict* that iWK the owners themselves world precipitate the struggle 
against increased work-load, almost at once, within a day of the comenc mnt of the 
strike for bonus, but that could cause no misgiving or confusion tn the rind of anyone who 
had grasped the depth of the working class upsurge and had orientated hlaself to the
task of leading this upsurge and of developing it.

However, even before they heard of Au*Ver's withdrawal of the strike, and in complete 
opposition to the* entire line put forward by the POC the Anraoti in its . meting held 
on lith December had already decided on backing out of the strike, for this is the essence 
of Ute fallowing long passage from the report of the toraoti u.C. i-

it *as decided that whether Nag ur continues; or not o .t centres go on strike on 
15th dec. ^ola and Dadotira resume after a day but Ellichrur continues for a Tew days more 
and withdraws. But if Nagpur continues, ^tlichpur too continues till tht rm. D.C. 
however thought that in view of the attitude of Government, -uik. r r ay net s cceed in his 
negotiation and ^rovincr^wide struggle wbs likely to develop. In that case It was decided 
to make proper arrangements at Aknla and Ba^era to carry vigor ,^is agitation to draw 
workers in line vdth the provincial ’markers."

;hat had happened within the week which fnV^vv-ned between th^» '?0C w^tin:; ref erred to 
iAe tarectl eeetln ly. "change In the sitMation’ •- ’■'■•■

comrades at Akola and lat^r on at Badnera/.

Despite the instructions conveyed to the leaders of the Anroati DC by ^eshav and 
Balram to reverse this policy of sabotage, on the vrry eve of a big struggle, they would not 
change. Ahe letter sent by Balram pointed out to them that their line meant a precipitate 
retreat before the f^rst attack, that by deciding in advance for withdrawal (instead of
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seriously planning ho*' to conduct the strive de^rltr regression), they were letting d m 
the entire working class of the province, and so on.

'e rust take det a 1 led note of the entire understanding and ~ractl.ee reveal cd by the 
leaders of the Amraotl DC in this matter, f^r there are 5 members of the ' OC amongst them, 

the Barer textile i • re an Important section of the tor . •
our province.

Consider the grimess of the fight that has been waged by the textile-workers since 
Leeember 15. For nearly 2 months now, against all the strike-breaking efforts of reformists, 
and the cun Ing manoeuvres of the bourq oisle, facing mass dlssirral etc. the workers of 
Nagpir are holding on to the fight. workers of "llichpur have written glorious pages of his
tory by standing upto the most vicious terror - massed police raids on bustees, arrests 
of noro than 150, cases against scores and so on. I hey spurned contemptuously the IKTVC 
strike -breakers and displayed militant initiative. In this, most of ’’’orkinr class 
comrades have been in the fore. B it in nauseating contrast, look at the stri’ --breaking 
activity uhich Sudam started even before the strike actually co nencod. Then later/ on, 
on the 16th, and subsequently at every stag®, ^he roots of this arc to he fourd of course, 
in tho entire attitude of the Amroati DC. It would be rermlsslble here to quote at length 
from « report submitted by Cor. Shanker Rao K- du, Secretary, ^lllchpur Taluka Committee of 
the CT I with the a ”rwal of Com. Kidhukar V;-tdva (mnher, Prov. Textile /ruction} from 
hllichpuri -

" in 15th December the workers of the Vldharbha ’’ill,? FlUchour struck work for the 
dewid of 3 months bonus and on 21st < the strike was unconditionally vitbdr-.wn dad the 
workers resumed work. Subsequently the owners started a bitter att ick on the workers.

Prior to this on the 29th November there ■ras a meeting of the DC and the following 
decision was taken. If there la a strike in Hage*? (on 15th) the Elllchpur workers also 
to come out on strike and at Badnera and Akola if there is a one-day strike ^lllchpur also 
to core out on strike.

On this basis the Ellichpur T.C. held a party meeting on the 13th December. In that 
meeting Com. Sudan was of the opinion that Ellichpur should also have one day or two days 
strike and then withdraw the strike. The second tr^nd was which advocated that from 15th ■ 
December the workers of ElHehpur as per their notice should go on a continuous strike for 
their -elands. There was a section in this trend rhich said tbit if go on strike let 
there be a continuous one or else let us not h.w- even one day strike; and Tr this let a 
cwcle be sent to Nagpur who should go md see the situation rc. the strike there and send 
a telegram whether Mllchnur should have a strike or not. The r< ason they was -hat evei 
If we have one day strike there is bound to be repression, arrests r tc. So not have 
continuous strike. Finally this Itself became thd decision af the xmeting.

is per decision one comrade went to Nagpur b‘?t his telegram instead of reaching on 
the 14th by 5.30 roachon the 15th at 3 H’. By that time the s :rike had started. The stri e 
was to have started on the 15th is per notice, but a new situation developed on the 14th.

On the 14th December as wial the workers ^^nt on ^ork. The rolice in utter disregard 
of the r^iles under the factories act (of course rlth the consent of the Manager - nay, in 
consnirMcy with the "ar.agf*r) started E^iny from ”ept. to Dept, aid began to ask (by name) 
for the militant workers -nd r orbers of the managing cossmittee* The workers got tnfuriaV'd, 
at one® stopped work and marched *n a demonstration on the office of the itdauir,er and demanded 
of him eplanation as to how the police pot in. Seeing the n;ood of the norkere the manager 

caw down and apologised to the -rockers. Later the police got out of the fac^ry gate, but 
they cordoned off the ^ron ouVd ;c. The workers ho had by then re^Uirtrd work, 
imr^diately struck work again, and condemning the marntgenent marched out; They marched 
throughout the city In a procession, giving slog ns of condemning the repression and shout
ing Jal of the ed Flag. Thus it was that In Ellichpur the strike started as from the 14th 
December.

Since the beginning of the strike dom. Sudan was of the view that the strike should be 
'.mconditionally withdr wn. Put In that opinion of his not one member of the T.C, lent 
support; and so his viewpoint vas defeated. Like the oilier’ vrorkers in the province we should 
also go on continuous strike that was the opinion which prevailed, in the Party meeting.

when
Hurdly h?d 3-4 days elapsed,/Com. Sudan urked Com. L'adhu Vaidya, Joint ^ecy. Cdrni 

Mas door Sangh Mlichjnir, to 1 ell the v^rkers to ^ithdruT- the strike unconditionally and 
result work from the 21st. Those rho had not been arrested and also those who had saved 
thence lv< r fnM Be clutches of the poll* .vi?ch com .des oj^ased thia . t. cc. ’'t :e spite 
their opposition, in utter disregard of it, Cor. .Sudan withdrew the strike -nd ^dhu Vaidya 
under hir cl picture put up posters re. thi:> vdthdr //al and even announced in the mohallas 
through wBhongasw in the n/.-e of the >d Flag asking the workers to resume work. Three 
days having passed after the start of the strike, even at that stage Coit. Sudam rrote to 
the SDO that re arr prepare! to vdthdraw the strike and that we should be granted permis
sion for a public meeting, -ut the SDD did not reply to Sudam letter. Finally even without 
a public meeting, nd vithout ascertaining the democratic verdict of the workers, even 
in disregard of the opinion of the remaining militant workers of the Inion or of the 
Party members who were yet out, this decision was taken. In the so-called meeting of ;he

ractl.ee
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of the local workers which was held on the 19th, only Sudan and Sadhu Vaidya (Jt. Secy.
) where the two responsible leaders who were present. Hie rest - P to 10, uere 

just ordinary workers. And before these or Unary workers, by raising a bogey of the disrup
tive activities of the BKTC Union, the decision for withdrawing the strike was tiken. 
But neither did bring it to tlie notice of these workers, nor does he hlmsalf seems 
to have taken note of it i£ile doing all this, theft the owners have put wp . .
increased work-load and retrenchment right on the 16th, and that if we at this stage 
withdraw the strike unconditionally what about our fight against increased workload and 
retrenchment ? Or what about the arrested and V.G. workers ? rnt considering any of these 
things this incorrect decision of■ sort of smothering of the strike was tl-en.

As per the. decoction of the Union all the workers resumed on the 21st December. There 
the orm*?r forced on tne>3 two Iooias, two sides etc., and the day shift workers even worked 
as per that for 1-2 days. But the workers of the night shift started resisting this attack 
of the owners and started a sit down strike on the night shift* Thus the lay shift .yorkers 
were also forced to start a stay in strike and refuse working of two looms two didas etc. 
Thus a spontaneous strike of both shifts started in both shifts. Uespite all the efforts 
of the manager when the workers refused to accept increased work-load; on the contrary when 
they gave him a rebuff on the basis of their united strength, then the owner declarol an 
indefinite lockout of the nills and also started dismissing the workers en .-'sasse. The 
notices of dismissals is still being given. The friends of the owner ( atlanlal Choudhari 
and Bapusahib ^eah.wkh) and the TNTUC Union, are trying to rebmlt frosh hanAn, but ire i ot 
succeeding, in this holy workH the manager is freely spending money, but this 'ery uinager 
on 9th January while distributing wages for December deducted wages of the zorkers to the 
extent of thousands of rupees. In the present situation the workers as ell as tha Inion 
have both determined to conduct the strike till the last lindt.”

(Then there is an appeal for funds, (This letter has been w.-itten after consent of 
Kadhu Vaidya, Member Prow, T#ot. faction). (3d/ Shanker Rao Xadu,Secretary, T.C, Allichpvr)*)

But enough J This report written by 2 comrades from ^llichpur needs no further comment 
to show hew the hardened reformist outlook of some of the Amraoti O.C* leaders had iade 
them into strike-breakers.

In the ridst of the strike, Amr oti PC met to r^vier it (on 2nd and 3rd Jan). Here is 
how the Amraoti DC generalised its experience of the strike: ” rixperience has proved, that 
in the absence of organisation, despite their discontent, it is difficult to Irin,; the 
workers, who are terrorised by repression and par -ly^d by the activities of the disruptors, 
on to the field of battle. And agsln, in the absence of organisation, one has to trailbehind 
the spontaneous upsurge of the workers’ll ( ^solution of the Amr :oti UC)* Complete contempt 
for the revolutionary upsurge of th© masses, underestimation of its slgni icance- such is the 
essence of this outlook. It is not the discontent of the masses which in a revolutionary 
period draws then again and again and In ev<h—greater number and Mlitancy on to the field 
of battle, and which the C.P. is called upon at least to participate in. ! Quite the 
contrary J It is ,fweu who drag them into the struggle, and are finding it difficult to do 
so today for...they are ’terrorised1 and ’paralysed’ The question .irises who is ’terrorised’
and ’paralysed* J ? Is it the leaders of the Amraoti D.C. or the nass of the workers V Should 
not ’experience’ have proved the former I

firstly, to give up the struggle, the moment sone comr .de’ are arrested, and then dub 
the masses are having been demoralised, - is ft anything else than reforaist sabotage, hiding 
behind slancers of the working class ?

In the deport o? the Amraoti D.C. the following is said, with regard to how the strike 
actuaHy starfef: -

in
”C. of A. met at Allichp.ir on 22th Novr, and called upon the workers to be/Unreadiness 

for strug'le. But by that time Rulker had already given notice of strike and we also had 
to giv® call without adequate preparation" (emphasis theirs).

' hv bad Kniker r^ven the call, for strike ? Just because itwas no longer possible to 
hold back the rryinttng upstirge o^ the ^?t 4t 4 s this which the conr des
refuse "to see. Thu^”'wren thejz rrp^aV endless^ "lack of preparation” it only reveals
their fear of this struggle. In a lett r to tie Amr toti r .C. dated 26/12/43, Balram commenting 
on the absolute negligence of agitation throughout these months - had point 'd mt as ’’one, 
among st r^any more asrwets” • that,

”1 think, therefore, that it won’t do ’’or us to talk of ’’Lack of preparedness” in general 
and of "over estimation cf our strength” tn gener al for such tilings do not explain as to 
how these ”1 cks” etc. arc to ha and ought to lave been renevrd....

"It follows that 4>erp there is no perspective of real militant stru les, there is no 
seriorsnesc about a?lt tion ‘n order to pre v.rc the workers for th*’ sa ’e.lhc tuo are linked.

Tlie bankrupt banner of "lack of propar »tions”, which 3alr.um .md Shyam b^lc aloft to oppose 
the 16th %rch strike and which with the first live contact with the ruiss Movement they rad 
long since abandoned, is now being flaunted by the leaders of the Amraoti D.C. for it is no 
longer possible *‘",r them to use other pie is like ag^nt—provoc--»teu*,ism” and so on. The 1-S
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report ' actio <1 Line* h • ■ I ked la this c®mectioni ’ ' nke no ; repara
tions and Mthout preparation or org* Measures bring the asses to the point of
action and then in the oS prepar tion postpone action - is Vetv>aynl.M

Coru M.D. explains all this action by paying that
"Ainraoti 1\C, is faced rith the ri?v.iry task of reorf.^nlsing the /"arty (®xpha.’ls Ms) 

o. .»med posM) la*.

(raP.’s reply to the P.C.SJ This is not the first time arch a bogus plea was put 
forward. A strlke-vave bursts out in August, but the ^r^oti D.f. is busy K reorganising* 
itself and h<g no time to poke its nose in it. Plece-rat^s etc. .ire bed ;g introdi>ced but 
once again A^raoti ^.v. is engaged in the tusk of ’reorganising*. And finally in ‘>ec., 
it is once again ’reorganising* itself. It is cleac that th •w!less re—organisation 
of the Farty, is not underr-tone! as having anything to do with the t ssk of forging the 
Party Into an effif'lmt vanguard of the working class in Berar, with the task of 
leading and organising the ’ orkin • class struggles. If this -rong understanding permeates 
the entire Party in the “Yovinos 'as rr shall see later), at least in th® case of the 
Arrant! it has been ralred to the level of z special theory to explain all opposi
tion to struggles end mass actions whether in the working class or Haans.

hnc even hears the echoes of Joshi’s fol-Crg. letter of dishonoured memory in the 
arguments of tho leaders of the jvqraoti D.G» (especially in Goli. uudari) vis. the talk about 
Mlaek of people’s su sport” as a reason proi«pting the withdrawal of Ute strike in Fllichpur - 
witness, his talk with Keshav and B&lram, Sidhu’s rt-port to the teatile fraction and the 
resolution of the Awaoti l.C. ho are tlia ’’people” whose support and sympathy we count 
upon ? - The petty bourgeoisie and kisons, who ar* closely linked with lllichpur workers. 
Their sympathy is fortlwoMng, to the extent the working class boldly and valorously 
fights the bourgeois policies. Only to that extent, the vacillations of the petty-bourgcois 
.are ovorconc ..nd they are won as our allies.

In this period, as a result of the political and practical weaknesses of the Trov. 
fraction leadership - the causes of which are obvious, it has no doubt not succeeded in 
giving very much help and gni(>ance. For Instance, the August resolution on Textile, which 
othc^ise outlines a correct perspective and tactics, does not help in changing the 
practice of Rerar ecwades, because it did not analyse their failure during Au^st strike
wave. • tHlnly theKx questions with regard to the attitude towards ‘partial struggles’ 
and ’lack of preparation’ were dealt with in gene al, in abstract, and not ‘n relation to 
the practice being pursued at these centres - evan in the latest iw” -cut?: or disevscions. 
But when the D.C. instead of reviewing its own actions, p ieces off the FLvie on the 
Prov. eviction it is only Msleading the ranks and biding its mm Mst^kes. f;rch Methods 
cannot advance work in Reran.

VII. These ronths saw Mg spontaneous agricultural workers’ stride both 1n Chhattis
garh :jnd -t-r ir. at or.e or two places like f awangl and tkhed, they have been led by the 
local c«»Hr des there, as'partial struggles. Rut on the whole bs^hu‘.©ly nothing has 
happcvMi and there is complete deadlock, because as ywt the Party has not nut the unbilical 
cb^rd vbich tied it to the rich nd riddle '(■'»« ntc at both the^e places, even though 
fomal;jr it talks now of organising the agricultural workers. In Chhattisgarh there has 
been hesitation in organising struggle on the basis of the few villages where oir work 
ext ndr ith the imaginary fear that y?'uch struggles nay get fsnichcd in Isolotion”. It was an 
an attitude which ignored the extent of the widespread discontent araonf^t agricultural 
workers throughout bhhatisfarh, which would ‘s unleashed by int* nHvc agitation und bold 
leadership of struggles, if only in the villages which we can avprourih. In Chandur the 
Party cadres have only been aseo to legal foms of activity - viz. meetings, r-J-lies, 
cultural sh-?ws and conferences, which do not seem to help in carrying for u' 1 our activity 
in this period* Unaware of the crisis, which is ratixring ajaongst the kls^ns ^nd the dis
content which is drawing the agricultural labourers and poor peasants towards struggle, 

they are unable therefore to adopt themselves to newer and ml lit.nt foms e.p. strikes, 
demonstrations despite all ban, forcivle occupation and tilling of land, and so on.
Thus reformist mtlock har led to complete paralysation of thif front.

In all this, the biggest falling naturally hag been that of the leadership, nkich 
urrcHooF no concrete nalyfris of the actual class rclstlonn exictinp, -nd developing in 
the wl ar- as, and the way in which the economic prills v p developing. Conse-puntly 
it could give no lead at all to the Kt win Party rubbers tn the nrovlnce. The way forward 
is o; ’ned by the f docnr ent on the Agricultural Mtuatinn, on the of rhich - both
in Berar and Chhatisgarh, the concrete clasr» relations have to he under*to?d. fur activity 
has to it 'elf firmly on the rural proletariat and poor peasants, cog jnis.tng the fexraer* 
in its ‘n >t.h n f-nt class organisation r.nd so on. Hound the hingins of abolition of »aMn- 
d&ry, n tionallRation of 1 -yM, - nd Imd to the tillers, the developing stru-^-les have to 
be boldly led.

VIII. In the r.allv-ays, under the active gnl lance of the AiEk i. I.R. Fraction, the Party 
has wide some headway - both tn the sense of developing its work ind preparing for the 
strike. Put there are undoubtedly lots of vacillations in isany of the cowrudes ■.orkli’g in 
the railway - an attitude of unbecoming panic and hesitation, which if not cosab&ted ^111
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betray the railway strive- This Js se-n also In the c.^-e of leHtog ce'r des amongst the 
FostH worker* At N ;gpur and Jubbulpore. v.?n ^irt from these cowardly vacillations - 
which today can find no place in the Party f ref ami.st understanding ’s -Iso to he seen 
in the • saltation to break with the traMherous re st leadership (especially tn 
B.k*. I.) or* the false grounds of 'titles’, in the absolot n?c:loct to boldly organise

•
in the failure to VJct up the task of ir^inlsing sections vital to tho strike, in the 
neglect even to utilise the strike ballot etc., as scans io pre-pare the orkers for 
strike (aapeeXaUy though not -xclasively, la Jubbulpcra). Clearly, may aenradM in the 
railway <nd postal '.ork^rs l<vck faith in the possibility of a strike. They do not realise 
the significance of this strike and therefore do not a-ant to direct all their activity 
round the slogan everything for Ute strike”.

IX. In thr sweepers as ^ell as on the other T.U. fronts, there is a staler *.t* and 
disintegration* The *t;itudo of our c w des - of not exposing the r^forHistR, of even 
retreating before their attack®, of not agitating anong$t the workers on their fundoriental 
demands, and of preparing them for struggle (despite for instance, a ; -C. resolution
to that effect on sweepers), is leading in sany ca^es to our actually losing ground before 
the reformists. This is so for example, in the sweepers, electric and ^ont. 1 workers in 
Jubtulporc. in faf&ap similar trend of wavering before the attacks of DUPO ipents in the 
sweepers, which has not yet ' ■ cn successfully combated, threat ns the very cxl*tmnee of 
the sweepers’ nlon. The way rcfanaisni distorts and negates every slogan of stru lew 
can be seen from this Quotation fro® the report of the Jubbulpore D.C. with re" ^rd to 
tasks xx on the weepers* front.

Sweepers (ay Dee that the oarw&te ^wurd is im;'.lem< nt-.a. to the idVrjrit.^f.e of sweepers 
e.g. in such a way that the aw repera get their full arrears, boy sweepers get the sane 
on the basis of equal pay for equal work, etc.” ( >nort dat'd P7th Jan.)

The POC resolution had talked of rejecting the iiurwate Award, of preparing the 
workers to resist this atrocious award - the worst so f<r in our Prov. ;j;d organise for a 
struggle on. the basis of living wage, D.a. equal to ^.at the textile-workers ^.t, no 
re rwnchaent etc. out the report of the Jubtulpore A.C t-JLks of adapting the v^ard to 
the sweep,esc’ advantage I

The ro^ts of the entire stalemate in the T.U. front lie tn the reformist undebind
ing that the bourgeois terror is all-powerful, that the working class is demoralised and 
cannot TifM it b .ck, that the struggle of any section will be crushed and so on.
Lxpe.'tence ahows that these prognostications are not justified. For lo/stance, in the 
electric workers went an strike. They fearlessly broke 144, denuristraVd en na^^e, and ICO 
of them - almost the total complement went to jail. The ’ailway-workers cane forward in 
solidarity action. Though the leadership gave them counsels of caution and attempted to 
hold the® brick, in the name of not precipit ating any repression and r aking preparations 
for the coming railway strike. Strength of reformist influence can he seen from this, 
that even after a practical demonstration of tlw workers’ capacity to fl^ht, Sarju wrote 
a review which actually criticised the strike since it did not confom; to the anti- 
stru^le tactics of Mhit and run” propounded in the Bengal Prov. leett. resolution. Lack 
of political seriousness and an under-estiuation of the fight against reformism can be 
seen fro*a this, that though the rembers of the ^.C. were not n agr* ent kith Sarju’s 
review, and their attention to the atrocious fonzulatlons of >*rju <ere draim, the D.C. 
under the plea ol’ 'no ti®e* did not fi^lit -them out, did not call ar Ju to order.

Unable to see these reformist mistakes, the Nagpur l.C. (in its report in September) 
and the Jubbulpore D.C. even in its latest report (27th January .) - have characterised 
the work on the T.V. front as Icing trailing behind spontaneity” .ind so forth. This phrase 
borrowed from the Joshite vocabulary has bten puuiy times used to hi.le our reformist 
anti-struggle tendency, by decrying Vie spent u^ecus initiative of the ; arises. It should 
be clear that the disease lies elsewhere and it is the e it has get to be combated.

4, in the students there has b^en no a»-arene as of the ^cner.il upsurge, which has been 
gathering and expressing itself on various issues (e.g. the question of test examination/ 
in Hihar and so on). Just because the students failed to respond to the call to observe 
Hyder:bed day, Mnti-repregsion Day, and to t;<ke up a position of directly opposing the 
policies of the bourgeois Ikxvernmnt co^iTetdes concluded th-it the students tiave ^coks 
‘non-political* that they cannot be roused into any actiem <uwi so on.

A sitrmticn developed in har^'Ur for instance, where every time canraden on Id apply 
for Der^iswion to hold a meeting, and then when it was refused, they v.ould sit b *ck 
almost *tth relief and exclaim - ”’-»hat can we do ? Nothing.w Thus was all action abjured, 
and anti—strup^le tendency took refupe behind the plea - fir«t prepare the ^tuoents on 
student?* d^ an<>. During the October forking Co®mitt*e nesting of the z.S. . these trends 
were criticised and the slogan gixingxiai) given to ”orientate towards struggles, taklnp 
any issue that agitates the students”. But here again the wrong organisational lead of 
"prepare for the conference”, actually served to divert all attention from the task of 
building struggles, ^hen the lathi charge on Bombay students took place, majority of the 
Fr. members had to be given a mandate to call for a protest-strike and the crass

cner.il
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expression of r fondUMi wg Ly subsequent’ d Sit '"'meting. Th* protest**
strikes on 3orbay lathi-charge and Calcutta firing (the s-cond bigger than the first) 
even though they were limited in extent, because if ■ nr pr* vl' is organtsatioml failings, 
..nd the fact that some of the corar* tee have net yet broken .dth rd*orMsB, showed clearly 
hew -trecKndously the growing upsurge in students was being under-estimated. ^b a result 
of the © reformist deviations, tie student ’ovenent has been in a utate of stagnation,

■ l/L S

XI. xhe entire refomlst un<terst mdiag of the Thirty le</orship ^?.r dsaonstr^ted 
clearly in its attitude to the question of hunger-strike by jail-co:^ les. The fact 
that the rc-G, even after getting intimation from the jailed comr ..des since long, did not 
seriously t. ke up the question or assess its political significance, and ten days 
before the strike was scheduled, decided on making comr.ider; to postpone it for < 'eek, - 
reveals its utter under-estination of struggles In jail. Its mln pro-occupation was to 
get the hunger-strike postponed by a fortnight, on the grounds of running a campaign 
to create public opinion. 3ut when the R.3. actually st rt d, absolutely nothing >• as 
done, except to sow extent in ^tgpur, to popularise the struadlc witbdn jail, and to 
rally support.

The Jubbulpore b.C. went to the extent of giving a mandate for its ithdrawal to the 
jailed comrades and addressed the telegram to the enemy in the fight vis. the jail 
authorities. Its action '<a5 a di.rpct strike-breaking action - is action of betrayal. 
But the fact that Jnhbulpore U.C. actually re orted to strtka-brvaking is not j ist acci
dental. It is the direct result - the crassest express!th of tins roforsist understanding, 
which pervaded the POC leadership, which right at the start expressed in its decision 
of postponement, and was latm on seen in its >ply to the Jail conr.de s" (by Bairam) and 
"Circ ilir on h.5»" (3y Ram) - both drafted after discussions in the The "Reply* does 
not openly t-Jke an anti-struggle attitude. It ©ven ta.Lks of ’’the significance of struggle 
within jail" and brands Wo action of JuLbulpore as ”strike-breaking", and of Odl 
Prakash is "desertion in the -liddle of struggle”. But by failing to se^ the reformist 
Mistakes in the stand nf the FCC mentioned above, by failing to take a self-c dtl^-il 
stand even'after the sharp note of the jailed comrades ( nd on the contrary taking excep
tion to its "tone”), by restoring 0.1. who had sold the honour of the Party, to Party 
^ertership aft^r a short period of suspension, it etrays its refomist character. that 
is left unsaid in this reply, is to be seen In the "circular” vhore hiding behind the 
Bengal Frov. . ectt.’s "Fit and Run” affair,tdusx the str>.. .gle.s within jail are actually 
berated, and their significance under-estimated I

Characteristics the strength of reformim in sorae of the ca^r fa s, is the fact 
that the Jubbulpore b.C. refused to recognise it« action us strlk©_br< aking - an obvious 
thing which requires no document to prove it.

XII. Put the height of reformism - its utter rottenness, is revealed on questions of 
organisation, and on the attitude toward® past mistakes, which the •'■er-bers of the POC 
maintained during this period.

Me effort at self-criticism Is undertaken by the POO. In fact, despiV-4 the atrociously 
reformist points by Mote and with regard to 16th Uurch In Weir letters, the FOC 
in its "Note m tote and D.J." which it circulated arnon^t the r^mka preceding their 
expulsion, '’omitted” to answer diem, is well as other wild allegations alm/d especially 
at Keshav. Along with the POC stat^r-ent their letters too were circulated, while a note 
by Keshav on the 16th ^arch which took a correct stand, was simply *ojgotten. In this 
entire period, issues for political controversy are f armvlat .d ’>>r ^nn*r-J a’ty discussion. 
Thrre is Keshav’s note on the loth Karch. There are the letters from Jail-cotarades, on 
the question of hunger-strike, and on action against O.P. There is subsequently the 
note drafted by Keshav after the > arty Conference. All those locuments attest to put for
ward a correct perspective on the issues of Party life. But the j«embers of the POC not 
only do not care to take serious note of these documents, they do not even circulate them 
usongst the tarty rinks or organise discussions on them. Cn the contre-ry ^rong and 
unfounded c-itl^isns are indulged in against Keshav. Aarauti b.G? £oes to the extent 
subsequently of even opposing the P*X’s decision of circulating ‘^shuv’s note to the D.C.fs.

An absolutely wh ortuni.st and bourgeois rexoraist sU-nri is taken about holding Dis
trict and Provincial Conferences, which were not understood as the naans to unify the 
Part j- politic ally and to evolve a unified revolutionary leadership, but as E&eans to get 
elects i ao?'ritt..es, to secure a vote of confidence from the ranks, silence all dis
content amongst them. It was i^orting ijourg^ois liberal ideas inside the iarty. The fact 
that in their justified dissatisfaction against the iarty leadership, majority of the ranks 
de;unied elections etc,, - the right to express a democratic verdict, cannot justify or 
explain why the jsembers of POC should have taken recourse to such anti-farty hour <oi.8-liber 

fiasco of this tinners Tdlng is to be seen in the xrovInciul Conference held 
in Kovsusber. The task of the conference was precisely to review the entire past understandin 
and practices, in the light of the New Thesis, to assess the role of each ne^ber of the 

FOC in the past. Its task was to help the Party in this province to make a sharp ’ r »k 
with the past, and to "clear the deck” for a revolutionary line in the following p-sriol. 
But such was not the intention or idea of the PCC when it conv ned the Conference. From the 
start, they thought of only presentIng an ’’organisational report,” l.e« a report devoid of

conr.de
ritt..es
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any self-critical review of past practices, a non-poW icol report - a report which 
bypaesr, all discussion and of holding the elections for a new Provincial Corsrclttee.

The report drafted by V.D. ?nd Fam, after a fener.il discussion Inside the TX and 
presented to the Conferonc< , as ' tire conducting of thi
the absence of political sfjrioUfW in the r«ur renters, of the X. A Conference is 
convened preceded by no Inner-Party discussion an any self-critical report* u report is 
presented, which had not been even adopted by the TOC. 3 Kemberg of the TOC (Mirant, 
Azad and AeshavJ - who bad been'i\ leased only on the eve of the Conference; repudiate 
this report in their not^o and even ask the Conference to reject it (the former 2 being 
parties to the previous df ^cur^ion). And then the delegates ere asked to elect a new i OC. 
About such actr, the FB has rightly Bz.id, 
iBjKPKtxx:au^ixMR^»f7aa«:’ iwRpoijKLYMruiy>:;?fxiiie 
BfxxKxonris?n.f .\fal3. >rt»zihF* ira;? rf'-f/seiionai-pjasjxrilwe^ "’H ie ie nothing short of
raking fun of Party delegatsE <nd an open announcement of one’s political bankruptcy*. This 
Provincial Conference thus gets converted into a means to put a seal on rcfcrMsn, and 

many of the aeleg«te;s, unable to see the pernicious hold of reformist, fall into the trap 
of factional prejudices against Keshav, who had on a number of occasions opposed the 
reformist outlook. 4 th the result, th^t he is not elated to the new TOC. A number of FOG 
aeabers naturally did not accept this verdict as being correct, and pressed for Keshav’s 
co-option in the TOC, though they did not yet see that by their previous attitude they had 
been a party to all this and that the talk of co-option then ,vas not dipHing reforM®# 
but actually bypassthe fight. But ^hat can one say about the attitude of these tswxxxstKK? 
members, like Sudam, dam, S.K. Beshpande and others (MID. was absent in this meeting), who 
losing all sense of objectivity, upheld this verdict even r^ardod it -.6 the corderna- 
tien by the r.in>s of Kefthav’s pbHtics ?

A typically anti-vorking class attitude la .ilso seen in holding to double-standards 
while jud^ng vorklnp class and middle class comrades, For instance, while Abaji and ;^?htte 
are expelled for their dishonourable acts, TP. who was guilty of no le.^s a cr'me 's restored 
to membership after a period of suspension.

In the case of die-hard reformists, we even see the emergence of H eruptive tendencies - 
witness, the reply of M.D. and Amr^oti D.C., to Baird’s letter,in which instead of .malysing 
their own mistakes, they turn back and attack the Fraction, and V.Da raises the question 
of so-called "healthy life” 7 "hat does ''.G, mean He obviously ne<ms an inner-farty 
truce, dth the .Inter«ifie .tion of the class struggle outside. It was Inevitable, that 
sone comr ir ^istak* s ould h nd • - h fra •■ ' le the struggle
inside the Party too, But is *rin^? p.-i^ut” (his y.m ? ord;, Uf the utrug^lc at least begins 
to take n sharp form. He expresses appre.-h insion that, "may be, you int.nu to ooJ lect 
mat*rial for another docunynt probably on re-'onaist deviation”. In other words, V.D. would 
like the Tarty to remain s^ink in reformists, avoid all serious Inner-Party discussions, and 
instead indulge in the old disruptive habit pursued hithe.^o of reducing everything to the 
plan* of non-political squabljlcs.

Reformist in riattors of org. is r»lso seen in the crininaily loose state in which the 
Party’s Tech, io to be found all over the ]uovLnce. Ill tech, rules of functioning are 
disregarded. Mo tech, a^aratus exists. *11 this betrays a non-politlcal underestimation 
of the el&rs r-nesy, who rjny day mi. ht arrest the functionar Les and paralyse the Party of the 
working clasp. Mwil&rly conceptions "formal denoerncyn ar> f.1so exposing
the Party and itr cadr^: to gr^at risks.

Thus, reformist pemmtes the functioning of the C.r. P.C. to date. D-’e-harr reformists, 
who oppose ell rtru; 'les, tn the nine of "lack of preparation*, "saving cadres*, etc. who 
hide behind slanders of the worklrg-claas as being "terrorised0, "demoralised" or "bxkward*, 
who are blind to th/ revolution ry upsurge of the tjaaaee and lack of faith in the uorking 
class, constitute the majority of the ?0C. They completely negate the Party Thesis in daily 
practice, wh<le accepting Lt in words- The rest ’isplay vacillations, and especially on the 
questions organisation, capitulate to r^fonalsrn If the X’ has faile ’ to yiv^ any 
positive lead till to Uy, as the ran/'s genuinely point ut, it is because of this inherent 
character of the FX.

The struggle ac-airst reformlsn within the Party of the working class is an essential 
and inseparable part of the strn^rle for the of one proletary at in the People’s
Democratic it^vnlvtior, and must be as ruthlessly co:*. ;c Ud. clean br ak ith the 
reformist past, an "nd to the vacillating and no^prowleing attitude of those, who otherwise 
on rany specific issue*- advocate a correct line, Is an essential condition in p-irs'ilng this 
strurgle,

now conclude the report. It is bj no <Ae.Aris ex/iaustivo nor <x full review of all our 
work. l’it it attempts to put the fin.^«r on refcrEisi^. If today we havr been forced to come 
forward, and in sh arp und even angry words, arrain osir past oM the role nlnyed therein by 
each, it is because we rust uw draw the Party to the revolutionary line put 'orward in the 
Political Thesis, and further enriched by the • 3 in its latest aocw.wits. hew many years
have been wasted, how many struggles of the toiling masses have been betrayed just because of
the hold of re 'onitsm on our Party ! c must now do away with this heritage.

fener.il
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For this the following are essential tasks*-

1. Remove from the FOG and from all other committees, all those who are die
hard reformists# Reorganise it into a smaller body of 7, as directed by the B, so that 
it can function under conditions of Illegality. Those who seriously accept criticism 
or at least make serious efforts to understand it, can alone find a place in any lead
ing Party Committee#

Irsiie clear directives about leading the railway strike# There ust he no 
question of local withdrawals by the comrade there, whatever the situation, unless on 
an all-India plane or on all-railway plane, the arty itself withdraws the strike. 
Every effort must be directed towards organising and conducting strike, allowing full 
initiative to the masses cind consciously striving to take it to higher forme of 
struggle immediately. Constitute small Party committees at all points of struggle of the 
railway workers, keeping out all vacillators, and entrusted with the task of guiding 
the strike constantly. look to the Postal strike at Nagpur and Jubbulpore.

5. Start serious Party education on the 3 documents, aid on the self-critical 
review, tn order to enrich understanding of the Party line, and to cast off the totd 
load of reformist past in our practice. PCP’s directly to conduct this. Combat those 
who pretend that because of ’’practical pre-occupation” tills should be postponed, 
.education can and must proceed, even with struggles on - including railway strike.

4. Go forward to educate and bring inside the Party and in key positions, proletarian 
cadre - on the basis of Communist Manifesto, Party Thesis and History of UPSU(B) .

5. Henceforward insist that there shall be no D.C# members who waver in the face 
of struggles, and who has not studied at least the above 3 Marxist works, together with 
Stalin’s leninism# Ho PCM who wavers before struggles and has not studied all the 
above, together with Jenin’s Selected forks, all Cominform and ^ew Times Journals.

6# Purge the Party of confirmed reformists, cowards and unreliable elements/ 
Organise tech, apparatus#

7. Henceforward review all struggles, objectively and honestly estimate any mistake 
find their roots and the way tn eliminate then.

8. In the li#it of the PB report on Agr. situation analyse the class relations in 
this province, and boldly organise and lead all struggles of the agricultural workers 
and poor peasants organising them into their class organisations#

Through all this build a real proletarian Party, proletarianising its composition, 
and Bolshevising its leadership# Such was the call given to us by Com. BTR at the 
Party Congress.

10th February, 1949.
.'Secretary.
C.F.F.C.



NOTE Ft XE HhV ON TH'. P. nFT S<LF-C.iITICAL R^...T C/ C.P. i.G. 
■

I am of the view that the following points be included in this report*-

A. Regarding some facts.

1) The Report while dealing with the Hunger-strike question only mentions that a 
strong note was sent by jail comrades, but does not £ivo more details. The details are as 
underx-

About the 8th October, 1948, corrades Keshav, P.K. Thakur and kushtaque sent a note 
to the FX criticising the letter for its whole attitude and conduct of the hunger-strike 
(det lied summary of this note separately attached). This note characterised that the 
HOC has been guilty of terribly underestimating this strugtle; that In deciding for post
ponement of the date; or Hunger-strike and also In not leaking serious efforts to convey 
the sane inside it displayed unpardonable bureaucratic and irresponsible attitude, and 
that finally in sending mandatory instructions for calling off the strike, it displayed 
unbecoming panic and has teen guilty of a gross betrayal of this struggle (almost the very 
points which NOV this report has noted).

In a cell meeting held in Jail on 30th Septr. 1948, O.F. was suspended for his gross 
betrayal in midst of battle, and it was decided to forward the decision to the TGC with 
a request that the POC suspends him for an indefinite period and that his case to be re
viewed only if i) he accepts his mistake and ii) proves his bona-; ides in some struggle. 
Despite this recommendation of the cell the POC decided to restore him to membership, 
without even stipulating that he should first admit his mistake. (In ”Cn letters from 
Jail”,.

The POC in Its meeting of 15th October, ’48, considered this note and adopted a reso- 
lution-cwn-report entitled on ’’Letters from Jail” (Flam and Balram) and another circular 
(Ram), r jecting the criticism made by the jail comr ades.

These documents reached the jailed comrades about the 28th October,1948, and on 30th 
October, 1948, those comrades sent their replies, Ch a joint note of ^shav, P*K. and 
Nushtaqum in reply to "letters from Jail”, these comrades reiterated the c'itifism (except 
in respect of telegram which whs not decided by POC). Replying to the reprimand re. the 
tone and a preach of their note these comradds sharply criticised the POC for displaying 
a very unhealthy attitude to criticism.

On the circular "On *ight for privileges” comradm ^eshav and i ,K. s^nt almost identical 
notes taking exception to it specially attacking the advice tendered i.e. "hit and run” etc. 
and also re. the various restrictions placed (e.g. not “till death” but endurance etc.) 
and concluded that the circular is a niece of advice of despair and Issues such instructions 
and puts such restrictions as almost make all struggle impossible and foredoomed to 
failure.

After his r&lease Con. Keshav sent further criticism of this cIrcular and later sub
mitted a note on this circular criticising it as a crass reformist document which ’’slows 
down” stru? les and almost amounts to reminciatlon of struggle on this sector (detailed 
summary attached).

It is necessary to take note of these because it will show that the FOC despite the 
correct and sharp criticism by these comrades not only does net self-critically review its 
own mistakes but in its resolution ”on Letters from Jail” actually repudiates all this 
criticism and even administers a rebuff to the Jail comrides or adopting such a "tone" and 
"approach”, a thing which further heightens the error committed.

B) de9 the Party Conference: In the August meeting of the Ou a resolution is adopted 
which says that Vie Conference be called to adopt an "organisational report" and elect a 
new POC. L ter on in the 15th Oct. to ??nd Oct. meeting the POC discusses what should be in 
the report and authorises Ram and Yadav to draft it and further deci;es that the same draft 
be circulated. The report very likely got ready by 25th Oct. and reached the D.C.’s by end 
of October. In 3-4 lays the entire discussion was completed and the conference was held on 
6th and 7th November, All this tine table was also with the consent of the POC. Moreover 
the Conference was to be held omnly in a H all, which meant that almost all leading 
comrades (being 0.$.) obviously could not attend. This too was decided in the POC meeting.

Therefore while reviewing the Conference it is not enough to t-xke note only of the 
report presented, but also the entire conduct of it namely how it was conceived, her.? organic 
Bed, etc. ^bat happened at the conference, inevitably follows from all this.

After the Conference Com. Keshav submitted a note wherein amongst other things he 
criticised this whole thing as importing bour;p ols liberal ideas inside the Party.

In the f'OG meeting held on the 30th November some comrades proposed tliat Kesha v Le 
cc—opted to the POC. Since voting was 6x6, it was decided to circulate the proposal to the 
J.C.’s. ’ben cost de Keshav was Informed of this decision he opposed it, and demanded of 
the i’OC his right to circulate to the D.C.’s the reasons for his opposition, ills view was 
that this proposal of co-option amounts to .an effort to byepass discussion on the points



Md in. -te} and further that in ease there in full di cussion on these >s and 
sore conclusions fire arrived at then why should it be a question of his inclusion alone, 
it should also bo a question of some comrades exclusion from the POC.

It is necessary to take note of these facts because they clearly indicate the stand 
and attitude t ken by various members on matters of organisation.

These are as far as facts go which need have been token note of for they enable u» to 
draw certain conclusions.

C) Regarding sone specific mistakes.

i) The report only mentions that Keshav’s note on 16th 'larch strike, or on hunger- 
strlke, on the latest general note etc, are not Circulated.

That I think it does not fully cover the serious nature of mistakes comitted In 
this regard, for these instances reveal how not only no self-criticism is undertaken but 
even when issues are raised, Inner-Party discussion on them is avoided and even suppressed. 
I will explain hew.

In the April meeting of the POC there were sharp differences on the question of 16th 
March strike. Therefore no resolution on it was adopted} and ft was decided that this 
question be thrown open for inner-larty discussion. Com. Mote who led the opposition to this 
call was asked-to draft his note and Cm. Keshav too was -diked to draft his note and it was 
decided that both these together with the opinion of other members be circulated and Inner- 
Party discussion be organised. Accordingly Keshav submitted his note by April and I te 
also sent in his letter to the G.S. C.C., C.F.l. (instead of his "romlsed note;.

Despite however, the decision of this meeting, Keshav’s note on 16th Karch is not even 
circulated, leave apart We question of organising discussion. Mot simply that.

In June the POC circulated the letters of D.J. and Mote, together with a PCC note on 
them (Ram and Balram). In this note again oention is made of the fact that 'fete opposed 
the 16th March call and termed it as f* economise". Then it is stated that majority of 
members were also opposed to the call etc. that it was decided to circulate the points of
view etc. It is clear that these comrades who drafted this note were quite aware of the
decision re. circulation} as a natter of fact the letter of fete which they were cir
culating was the one he wrote re. the sama issue, Yet they did not think ft necessary
to circulate KESHAV’s note even at that stage. Instead what is tfld to the mt des Is only 
this ”majority of the POC members were opposed to this call”.

Similar is the case re. Hunger Strike documents. Con. Keshav, F.K. and -fushtaque had 
sent a strong note to the POC criticising ft regarding its conduct of the hunger strike 
(as referred to earlier). These comrades demanded that copies of their note be made 
available Jew at least to the D.C.’s and aLj*O that copy of the same be forwarded to the FB. 
This reached the PCC office by about IPth Get. But the FOG does neither. It does not even 
forward a copy of it to the PB despite the fact that in between -there were 2-5 occasions 
for the same and some other material was sent. More. It does not circulate this note to the 
D.C.’a also. $hat it does instead is that a reply is prepared to this note and that reply 
namely ”on letters from jail” is circulated to ’the D.C.’s.

These instances clearly show that criticism and Inner-Party discussion is sought to 
be avoided and suppressed} and a contrary reformist understanding is ;:ivcn to the ranks. 
This really amounts to a misuse of leading Party positions and Party committees for con
tinuing a reformist line and practice. This should definitely have been tiken note of in 
the report.

ii/ Hot unconnected with the same Is the specific attitude taken to Keshav. Lot of wrong 
and unfounded criticisms are levelled on him. Here are the instances -

a) August resolution of POC on Keshav (Balram)
b) POC report presented to the Conference (Pam and Yadav). 'Die issues contained in these 

I have dealt with in my note of Nov-nher,19^^.
c) D.J. and ffete in their letters made wild and baseless and malicious allegations 

against K KAV. The POC in its note does not oven answer them, leave apart the question of 
taking them to task for indulging in such a Practice against a responsible co?irade anl OC 
merber.

d; The Nagpur D.C, in its Party letter issued on Mohlte’s desertion explains his 
desertions by the fact that a reformist -©rsonal relation was kept with him as illustrated 
in D.C, granting him is.20/- per month aw aid} or his be^.ng given the I .A. agency etc.Apart 

from this ex lanation is so non-polltlcal that It does not explain why many other comrades 
deflected etc. the F.L. comes to the conclusion that for his mistake also Com, KKSEAV was 
primarily resnnnsihle and so on,

e) How far this tendency seems to have gone is reflected by yet another instance.After 
O.F. had been sns’^endt^d by the Jail all for having deserted in the mi st of battle, O.F. 
wrote a letter to the IOC making any wrong baseless and amlicious allegations against 
F TaV, This letter be sent witho t showing to anyone of us. The FOC in its ”on letters I
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jail" takes note of these complaints. Though of course It says that HOC suspends judgment 
on these till an explanticn is received etc. but also adds that if such things are done 
they are a serious matter etc.

O.P’s letter comes back to us in jail on the 29th October. All the points raised by 
him are discussed and a reply is sent giving complete facts find which is testified by P.K.

shtaque and which on 95^ of the points is testified by 0#P. rJ:
P.K. and Mushtaque unanimously come to the conclusion that not only are O.F’e charges 
baseless but they are also dishonest find x malicious. Ibis reply is sent back on the 30th 
reaches tile POC by the 5th November.

It rn- Id naturally be expected that if people like O.P. to cover their betrayal 
indulge in such practice the POC was certainly to take him to task. More so since in its 
earlier note POC had already taken so serious a note of the complaints# It was further 
expected that the POC would circulate its decision on this question so as to remove what
ever impression comrades had formed regarding me on reading the earlier note. Not to do this 
would mean giving a free reign to the disruptors Inside the arty.

But It seems all was not well with the "seriousness” of the POC comrades as is made 
out •’n the resolution ”on letters from Jail”. Because after :iy reply is received, which 
reply is properly testified as entirely correct by P.K. and Mushtaque and even by 0#P. on 
95% of the points, the POC in its meeting of 29th November onrards does not even consider it.

All these instances could not be just accidental, -hey Chow an attitude of running 
down a comrade who attacks or criticises We reformism of the POC members, it is in reality 
an attitude tinged with factionalism.

From this follows that the reference to the delegates being moved by factional prejudices 
etc. and not electing KE&HaV, as made in the report does not fully nail down the thing 
because for this action of the delegate® the whole s? t of criticisms emanating from the 
PC# itself are primarily responsible.

It is necessary that this too should have been taken note of in the report.

I come to the last part of the report.

While concluding the report a formulation has been made re. the character of the IOC 
namely die-hard reformists who oppose every struggle etc. dominate and the rest while 
correctly reacting to specific issues compromise with them specially on ortani$ational 
questions. I think this leaves out of account the role I have played in this period. Briefly 
speaking what is the position.

i) After the ?. Conrress there ha^e been two major issues on which the OC has been 
sharply divided, when formulations and counter-formulations have been made etc. namely the. 
16th March strike and the hunger* strike, '"'n both these issues almost the entire PCC 
(excepting Joshi on the question of 16th March) have taken an attitude of crass reformism 
narely of opposing these struggles. both these 6ssues I have ttken a firm stand for 
struggle and have stood against the fmutilations of the rest, fighting for ny sta id*

11) In sone other matters too say like outlining the tasks in the coming period 
in A ril meeting of the POC. I put across a point of view of coming bourgtois offensive 
and 'erspective and need for preparing to resist the same.

iii) It is true that on the PTbC question or the question of my arrest in the earlier 
I too have comitted mistakes, but so have many others too, and of course I am certainly 
responsible for them.

iv) After my release, I in my note submitted to the POC in November 1949 I have made 
some major points dealing with our Party life namelyi~

a) On the basis of the understanding that one main Pol. task after the Congress (Calcutta) 
is to fi'hi reformism in the Party I have tuyle an analysis of the Party’s practice since 
the Hay,47 meeting of the IOC and despite its obvious limitations 1 think I have correctly 
laid the finger on the main dieease namely of opposing struggles, of not reparing for it 
■aid of anlcky wl hdrawals if struggles do break out.

b) On the basis of the same understanding I have tried to political’!y tad
characterise the politics of b.J. and Mote and here again I feel I have been generally on 
right rails.

c) lastly I have raised all these issues for Inner-Party discussion and for correction 
of these mistakes. How far my attitude was serious and sharp can be gauged from the fact that 
I opposed the suggestion of my inclusion on the ground that this will umo'int to byepassing tie 
issues raised and further straight raising the question of the exclusion of some other 
comrades.

In the general j>revalent atmosphere in the Province and the lack of clarity these acts 
do indicate a certain consistent attitude. Moreover it has also to be noted that on no quests n 
of struggle or movement have I even been guilty of taking an oppositional attitude after the
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Congress (and this has certain amount of continuity from riy attitudes and stand of 
the pre-C engross period).

Notwithstanding the fact that I too have been guilty of certain mistakes as referred 
to above, as also the fact I have been unable to formulate things sharply and clearly 
somtimes I do feel that I could not >c included - in the second c 
formulation of the report. I therefore feel that note be taken of all these and 
mention be made in the report.

I had raised all these points before comrades Balraa and Azad but when they did not 
agree I decided to send these as a separate note.

In the discussion held on this report I raised these points and informed the 
comrades, that I am going to raise them in a separate note, to enable uheas to controvert 
the facts of comment on them if they so desire.

Hence this note.

During discussions Com. Azad suggested that these points may even be dropped because 
if they are raised in this form probably it will give the Tarty ranks a different idea. 
B&lram also was of the view that these points need not be incorporated in the report. 
His view was that all the facts in relation to the controv-r«ies and stands have been 
taken note of and beyond that if any special mention is to be made that would amount 
to sort of claiming a ^certificate”. He was of the view that no distinction can be 
rar^s drawn between me and the ether conr des of the second catr-’ory.

Since I was not convinced by these remarks I have decided to forward this note to 
the FB. I have only to add that if real self-criticism has to be ^ade that implies 
not only nailing down who has committed what type of mistakes, but nLSO as to who have 
taken a correct position, If not entirely or least on the whole and therefore a distinc
tion such as I have claimed need be drawn.

Moreover the other two organisational mistakes namely of su pression of controversy 
and criticism and even of running down a comrade, are very serious things und need 
definitely be sharply nailed down together with those who are responsible for it.

Not to do so would amount to raking the self-criticism formal and its acceptance 
only half-hearted.

I hope the fB in its resolution will properly assess these points 1 have written. 
All releviint documents are also being forwarded; some of the documents have been lost. 
I am making memory r showing them to the eonr
seen the original ones, am forwarding the sane for your information.

KCWAV.



c.e Flier

A SHCdT SUMMARY OF TRE POINTS RAISED BI VARIOUS CuM .3, IN THE DIM , ION iUW ON 
THE SQF-CRITICAL RJ PO.-IT OF THE C.P*I\C.

(Reproduced from memory, by Bairam).

Group I

The first group wes attended by the following comrades:- -aia, Jhyasn, Joshi, Kashi, 
Shanti, Chai too; Asad, Keshav, Kanai, and Bolrain*

In an initial meeting, Balram first of all mentioned the brief background to the pre- 
p-ration of the Report* After the discussions, with the B on the 3 PB documents, and with 
certain suggestion* from the Keshav prepared a rough outline* This outline was six 
discussed by him, Balram and Azad, and the PB approved it, as a basis, for preparing the 
report* On return, Balran then prepared the report* This was discussed, amended and approved 
by the 3 comr des - Azad, Keshav and Balram, so that now it was being placed before the FC, 
on behalf of a drafting co?T«ittee of all these 3 comrades.

Following are the comments made by the various cowades t-

Joshi:
The report does not give a complete picture of how the workinc-classs and other sections 

of the oeople from stage to stage have reacted, what have been their problens and the situa
tion amongst them, and in relation to this what the P.mty leadership, as well as the Party 
as a whole, have done. It only deals with some activities, attitudes, understanding, of only 
the P.G*C. members, from stage to stage* It does not even deal with the mistakes an devia
tions of the District Comittces* It is not true, as mentioned in the report, that the 
Jubhulpore D,C* does not yet accept the criticism of its st<uid with regard to the hunger- 
strike*

Hashi:
Agree with J?shl, above, But many more points are omitted in the report, of which 

mention must be made*

For instance, in Jubhulpore, we have been seeing the collapse of a number of unions 
led by us previnuAAy - Gun Carriage Pac ory, 506, Mectric workers. The PCC was aware of 
this* ihy has it not been able to explain this phenomenon and point the way out ? lan’t 
understand it even now, from this present report.

The report mentions of many executives being ’'rftf or^ out why so ? Iecausa
when we organise unions, we always include high-skilled and supervisory staff-wallas, on the 
understanding that they can influence and lead the m»s of unskilled workers* Use result is 
that whenever a struggle is imminent, these i^ople b.*ck out and leave the workers in the 
lurch. That is what happened to some unions in Jubhulpore.

The report analyses textile in detail, but it does not teal adequately with the railway- 
front*

Many facts have not been taken note of, or are wrongly stated. For instance, Ju’’ ul ore 
D.C. has from the outset regarded the call of 16th ’;arch strike as correct* It forwarder' this 
opinion to the POC too. -hy is it, that the contributions of various D.C*^ are not mention
ed in the report ? si les, in Jubhulpore Itself, xkrsusjh^it^ 
tfctrr it is C<r * P*K. Thakur who has always taken an anti-struggle line. Throughout, Thakur 
opposed struggles on the । lea, that if we strike, o r militants Mil be dismissed, and then 
the unions will go out of our hands* It is known, that even without strikes, o'ir militants 
were victimised and the unions were lost, at any rate.

The report tries to give the impression, as if Keshav was alwa^'s right. Tills is not so.

Shyam:
~Tt seems that an attempt was B;aie to prepare the report in the background of the PF 

report on ’Strategy and Tactics”. But this has been done, only to some extent, with regard 
to textile, sw-ererg and students. However, al^put such other import mt aspite of f._.rty 
work, viz. r ilway, PTIC, political agitation, the report has Vailed to analyse o.r past 
fully. Take an instance, about the Fact with duiker ‘which Keshav made, in February beginn
ing (194R). Keshav completely failed to see the right corner in which Rnikar as, and that 
made him talk about a Pact and so on. Then to talk about restricting criticism within 
remittees or cor^ining it to a so-called Hsober plane”, is a way of toning down the fight 
against the ref orndets. All these rd stakes, as well as the neglect of exposing the workers’ 
united front, which bar a connection with the position at present of the FTVC, must also be 
nailed down.

Similarly, the report shotild nail down the neglect of political agitation, on meh vital 
issues like ”''acyukta Krdarashtraw5 the tendency of escaping all responsibilities, which 
•am, while being the XS, continually manifested; the resifnation of Haehi from tl o Jutbulpow 

DC, rhich was actually an eserme from work, and which he later on, e:<nlain»rd away, by saying 
that it vas due to his difference with the then refomist policy of the "arty.

The report should also point out, how in the c urse of working amongst various sections 
the Party grew, and U.so mention some of the positive achievements* It should also critically 
analyse the mistakes of the D.O.^* ^or instance, In Itarsi, sse have uptll new completely 
neglected the task of political education, of building any F rty cadres, In this connection, 
my responsibility for the mist;Jee should be nailed down.
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Shanti$
The report does not give a picture of our province, unlike the 3 loenment*
Hills pages after pages are devoted to textiles, such an important matter as the 

railways, is dealt with in a snail section of 2 or 5 paras* ’That means the OC is not 
taking the railways seriously.

ng of every district coMittee are not .....
this is done, we won’t understand, what exact mistakes we committed or the other DCks 
committed, and hened how to correct then. r’ .ke an instance. Some months ago, we had a 
strike in the loco at I tarsi. The authorities did rot even dare to take any action, or to 
launch prosecution* But then we left the matter at that and allowed the tsaapo to fall with 
the result that suddenly after sore months, the authorities started charge-sheets and 
prosecution and we could not then mobilise even a handful of workers against that, Ruch 
mistakes are common. The report should in detail point out the mistakes of every D*C. In 
Itarsl, also, the task of political education has h*en forgotten, so uhat even though our 
Influence is good, if 2 of us get arrested, I fear that matters may go phut. Attention 
should be drawn to such mistakes too.

I ?ust also remind that before the 16th ^arch, I had occasion to have a serious 
quarrel with Keshav, who advised us not to bring ^bout a strike in railways. I differed 
from this instruction of keeping the railway workers out of any general strike* Bute should 
be taien of this reformist mistake too, in his case.
Chaitoot

TEis is not a real report, since it gives no continuous narration of how w© worked 
in this entire period.

The mistakes that we commlttM before the Party Congress, were only a part of the 
general reformist policy of the entire -'arty. Re should therefore distinguish these mis
takes, from those which we committr-d after the Party Congress.

The report does not point out 'our tasks today on e.ich front, what mist we do ?
It gives a picture as if Keshav was fighting reformism. This is not true. £ven though 

many of us have on an issue - here or there, reacted against the old reformist deviation, 
still in general, we are all responsible for our mistakes.
Kamal:

Some serious omissions are there in the report. There is no mention lor instance, 
of the policy pursued by us, before the Party Congress, towards the Chhatisgarh states* 
I m?s asked to work in the Abate Congress and so on.

Besides, Raipur DC, displayed lots of localism, in its allocation of cadres to other 
centres outside Raipur. Nagpur and Jubbulpore DC did not properly look after theft tr^de 
Pinion work* In general, our work in the trade unions have been such that individual 
corrodes have become leaders, 'dhen they have got arrested, the unions have collapsed, as 
in Oo^dla after Cm hr kashas arrest.

All these should be incorporated.

Ran?

After the brilliant way in . hich the PB document has unravelled the reformist mis- 
t ikes which persist in our work, we must make an objective analysis of our past* I must 
confess, that I am now able to see lots of mistakes, that we committed before. The self- 
crltic&l report, in some measure, does this job. But certain things in it are highly 
misleading and unobjective* It gives an impression that there were some of us who were 
fighting against refomisa. If this report is not to err, in hhe way the previous report, 
presented to the Provincial Conference did, and as the PB has pointed out, then it must 
not be unobjective.

The report correctly points to ^.D.’s anti-struggle stand during the sweepers’ strike 
(karch-April 1947). But the 5 F(X members, who were in jail then, nearly held similar 
views, as far as I can recollect, in their informi talks, though not having any reports, 
they committed themselves to no stand, aone of us then had read PCJ’s lol-Org, letter. >e 
had not even received it. But our reactions were similar* n the matter of release of our 
comrades, myself and Keshav had talks with BCJ at Bombay, and v<e took the line of taking a 
deputation and presenting a memo to the Ministry.

It Is said that I was opposes to Rule’s CeUsA here. iy. do not bracket me 
with Sudan. I do not know what was his stand* But my sb..nd was against Keshav’s policy at 
that time of counterposing Sole to Ruiker, as a "better and bigger advocate”, and a bypassing 
of the task of agitation amongst the -ass of the workers, against Ruiker’s betraying 
policy before the Court. I said, let Keshav himself put the case in the Court, and back it 
up with agitation outside* In the i rial analysis, it is we who have to smash Ruiker. Bence 
why get Bule / .hat is there surprising in Keshav having formulated the dexunds on living 
wage, full DA etc* - on a fundamental plane ? as any one or could any one, connected 
practically with the front, 1 ave done otherwise*

In our talks and reactions, irany of us have reacted correctly. But even those who say 
that their understanding about practical V.sks was correct, what has been their practice ? 
Take, textiles* E en today, mohalla work is at a standstill. It is supposed to be going 
round and chatting to individuals. At least that is how I find comrades understand it. 
Recently I sav, that we could not even rally half a dosen to a VTWC meeting. Do not forget 
the mistakes in your practice.
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I did not oppose the 16th March strike as Mvan( uardist" or "economist". I said, we 
have just hart the Party Congress. e had decided to hold a Provincial Conference after 
this to resolve our Inner-Party crisis, And so, we should not strike nra-. Besides, what 
preparations were made for this strike ?

Also, let re point out that, Harare the 16th March strike an’ aft'" it, Keshav 
maintained that he should nf.f^r himself nr arrest. That would 5nt^n*»ify the strike, he 
said, firstly, to neglect preparations and then talk of Intensifying strike throng court
ing arrest - is this not "petty bourgeois revolution!sr" ? &hy omitVentioning these ?

(Ram then pointe/’ to a number of Inaccuracies in the report, with regard to facts. 
These being verified to be incorrect, Balram agreed to delete them from the report). 
Continuing Ran said:-

It is not a question of being anti-working class, as the report says, with regard 
to the difference in attitude while taking disciplinary action against Om Pr.kash or 
Abaji and Mohite. I think the fact is, that in the matter of taking action, we have 
been always loose and neglectful. That was our reformism in relation to organisation.

About the loose state of tech., particular ’ !ention should be made of Balram, who 
has been the most careless in this respect.

as to rest, I think Shanti is right. <e rm st review the work of the D.C.’s too like 
this. And railway should be more fully dealt with, '‘by not also begin the report from 
the post-election period, instead of from May 1947 ?

Keshav*
oonrad^g say that they see no "picture”. As has been pointed out once, this is 

not a political-organisational report, but a self-critical report.
Some have said that it only deals with the activities of ?CK«. They do not see the 

main point. Here are serious and shocking mistakes being remitted by the Provincial 
leadership itrelf, which is leading to a liquidation of the Party itself. I nless they a» 
seen and eliminated, can the Party bone to fulfil Vts tasks '■ fc. So we must first 
understand them and break with then. Are the major rist kes, of the various B.C.’s etc. 
any different ? To, they too are of the same pattern. It is wrong to try to list all 
the mistakes comitted by everyone, in the name of being objective. In seeing the trees, 
we will miss the wood. It in true that all have been gu’lty of serious reformist 
errors. That is a truism, ’rat unions you see Its concrete manlfestation in each, and 
also see that there were sone who faced with the problens of the masses, i^ere basically 
for straggle, you won’t succeed in fighting reformism. Criticism does not exclude, a 
proper appreciation of a correct stand taken by someone.

I /maintain that as after the Party Congress, on the 2 important issues of inner- 
Party controversy - hunger-strike and 16th uarch, I was definitely on the other side of 
the fence. I nay not have come to. the realisation as , iven in the PB document, but in 
all essentials, I was on the right side. Note has pot to be tiiken of this fact. And in 
this connection, I think that there is a serio is shortcojaing in the report . I feel 1
do not cone in rdv of the 2* categories in which the other FOO menbero v^ere vi%, die-bard 
reformists, and vacillators. My position distinct.

(Keshav then went on to refer to seme points, which he said he wold independently 
make o”t and forward to the PB. They are dealt with in his note, and ar*; hence not 
repeated here).

Azad?
All the amendments and suggestions rat forward by every comrade will only blunt the 

entire report. They will take away its sharpness, ^hy this report and what is its e-4yjExiiKi 
Central p irpose ? Here is a Provincial Party, which so far from acting «s a v <nr,uard 
in the st’upgles which are breaking rat all around, is actually betraying these struggles. 
It is to save the nass p from being further betrayed, to make the Tarty a real leader 
of their strap?les, that we w;mt to see ^hat our mistakee were. To lose sight of this 
major fact, is to forget its purpose.

Those who say that "we are all reformists", and think that that is enough, actually 
pave the way f--?’ the worst coiraromisos with '■ ^ormism. Since if all were reformists, why 
fight or criticise anyone. This is not the way, wo can eliminate our Kistwkes.

There is Chhatisgarh nr for instance. The railway workers of Bilaspur, want to gc 
into a solidarity action in support of the struggling v^uatkix. electric workers. But we 
their leaders hold them back in the name of the bigger strike to cof^. The kisans of 
Mahasamurd on tvfo occasions launch a struggle. But we withdraw it, on the lea tnat we 
id 11 be suppressed in isolation, and se let us try legal procedure for redressing grievances 
In Rajnandgaauvw markers face bullets and 2 are martyred. But we tell them to disperse 
and not fall a prey to provocation. ; e must see these various ways in which o'tr reiormii 
understanding and practi'e is expressed.

Only about railway, I think the report needs to be rewritten.
About the points which Keshav Made out and which are not there in the report, I do» 

not think they are necessary, or they add anything to the report. That *aay, on the 
contrary, give a wrong idea to the ranks abx>ut the central point in th® report. The report 
does mention, how reformism in organisational matters, leads even to factional prejudices. 
It is not a question of any particular "viciouaBiesa* on the part of the HOC comrades. Ke
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He has a right to send then to the ' B if he thinks that desirable. Let him do it.

Balram:
frank reaction to the discussionis, that corar- -des do not yet realise how serious 

the crisis, the state of affairs in the Barty really is, <yid which the 1 cocment now 
helps us tn go ‘nto and fight out. How can anyone make incidental sag e st ions and amend- 
raents, when the main lob Is to first make a total break with the entire past f In a 
welter of mistakes, listed and sorted out, some comrades would like everyone to forget 
yzhere the actual disease is, what its roots are, what are its symptoms and how to eli
minate it. Let mt Illustrate. If we take the report seriously, the question arises that 
people like ’f.D. and Jhidaw, for instance, not only should not be in any leading posi
tions, but actually, if they have to rehabilitate their position as Party -embers even, 
they Kill have tn try hard, shew their worth thorough participation In concrete actions 
and so on. The Araruoti DC will need to he dissolved, while other D.C*s xill have to be 
radically reorganised. A new leadership, with different class-composition will have to 

be painstakingly evolved.

Brom the highest committee down to every Party r.e.r.ber, we have therefore to wage a 
very serious struggle to "dig out reformism by its roots". And if we have to successfully 
and persistently c ;nduct this fight, we must basically alter our attitude towards inaer- 
Party struggles. Many comrades fight shy of Inner-Party struggles. They think there is 
something wrong tn this. Actually, experience shows that as the struggle intensifies, 
the class-enemy tries to destroy the Tarty, to deprive the resolution of its general staff, 
through alien Influences, ideologies, and treacherous elements. That means continuous 
vigilance, and a eharp struggle against all such alien influences have to be waged. Thus, 
it is a natter of obligation to strug le against such trends. In the past we exactly 
emitted this task. The result was that we lost ourselves in "petty squabbles". I think 
the present report is a beginning towards serious inner-Harty stry? les and it must be 
continued in an nncoraproml sing spirit and the entire r«nks should be drawn into it. it 
is in this connection, we mist realise the significance of the mandatory task outlined 
in the report, for the /’uture vi . "review all actions", e kiur must realise at least k3W 
new that "review" for us Communists, is not Just a matter of routine. It is the exact way, 
we carry on the fight against every manifestation of mistakes and deviations, learn from 
experience how to correct them, test the worth of our cadres a nd of o-ir leadership ami so 
on. If the purpose of this report is grasped, it will be easily seen, why henceforward 
this should be an obligatory duty of every Party functionary and unit.

Thon take the case of the twsks mentioned, in order to innlenent the slogan of 
"proletarlanising the larty" md so on. T« it an accident that no comrade <ven mentioned 
or discussed the tasks, or drw proper conclusions from them ? Is It an accident that 
they are satisfying their conscience by either adding to the list of nl^tikes, or explain
ing then away ? Ii rust confess, that this betrays an impro’>er appreciation of the 
roots of our major errors, and a bypassing of the '-ays and ns to fight them.

Cha too even remarked that the tasks on each front are not given. He of course 
does not see a list of "do’s and don’ts" after each front, ell,if that was our concept 
of political and organisational leadership, it rust now change. That was . typical 
Joshito «ay of actually avoiding iving any real lead to our cadres, of not ensuring against 
mist.-dees since their understanding remained where it was - only tips being given to 
them, and of appearing clever towards the aid. fhat else does the rey^ort do, than re
orientate our understanding and practice, and consequently, to indicate Khat must 
do In the present situation ? Boes it not follow for instance, that in sweepers, we 
siust organise and develop their struggle concretely against the darv/ate Award and so on ? 
Does it not follow that henceforward none must dare withhold any action by palming off 
slanders on the masses, or under other pleas ?

Therefore, I cannot agree to the suggestions and amendnients put forward. They ar® 
lint* X art serious about • .inlnaVng •refomisr-., re wist concretely see 

it in its various foms, and not just refer to it in general, or confuse the issue, we 
should ox’ rewrite the railway section, not because the draft alley dly under-
estimateg railway, in relation to textiles. The textiles are dealt in that detail, for 
that is #here, the d pth of the crisis, the worst forms of reformism inside our Party - 
to the point of open betrayal, was expressed. 'Te m.’st elaborate the railway section, 
for we are confronted with that as our major responsibility and that 4 s wher^ the r.&Jority 
of our cadres will he tested, 'e have therefore to ensure o'Trselv^s against any out
standing devl. tion be ” >rt hand, to sort of forerim o’”* cadres. nut fo** that, we ^ust have 
detailed reports too.

It is all right to say that the work of D.C.’s must be reviewed too. Rut where are 
reports, Anyway, first let us get into the railway struggle and ‘ lay our role there. 
Let ue not v- >rry about producing "reports" and so on, one afte** the other. If of course 
any I C does so, the PC can help them, however much it can.

About ks^hav. Tn the name of being objective, efforts are being made by some to drag 
in every mistake which Ie committed. And on the other hand, he is talking of being a 

"revolutionary fighter”, as against the rest. I cannot agree to either of this, nor let 
it appear as if the purport of the report is to give a "certificate" to him. On a 
number of r>ajor issues, he has undoubtedly been right. But then there are others^ t°c '
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while they were right on 3 major occasions- capitulated to reformism, on 4 others* 

Keshav meanwhile ms in jail. A day before the Provincial Conference, in the M-gpur DC, 
Keshav maintained (and I agreed with him then), that it is wrong to say there are 
any 'ajor trends as such - whether reformist or otherwise, in any of us. It is only 
•'petty bo urgeois instability” all round. You can? see,that is not a iar cry from the 
stand taken in the ♦’Note on bote-DJ” (June). Obviously, t is dth such an waders tiding 
we cotild neve -nays a battle against reformism, and blurred .ouer every demarcation.
By the time Keshav wrote his Note, there were 2 or 3 more, who were waking to the reali
sation about mir mistakes. And if today, we fighting them, it is thanks to the rB 
documnt. therein lies the historic <.orth of this document.

After this, all the comrades in this group, announced their basic agreement with 
the report. It was agreed that the report be coopted, and tho same drafting committee of 
3, be asked to ^>ake the factual corrections, and rowx’ite Ute railway section alone, on 
the basis of further reports to be supplied.

# # »

GROUP II

The dlscussl na in the second group were attended by the following comrades: 1*.D* 
Deshpande, Su dam Deshmukh, S.^. Deshpande, Kathalkar, Azad and Balram.

Com. M.D. enigyested that before proc eding to discuss the self-critical report, 
he would first of all like certain questions ‘O be clarified, on the basis of the under
standing given by the FB doeuwent. The major questions, together with their answers are 
given here, in very brief»-

M.Di - How do you think that the lllichpur struggle should have been intensified, or 
carried to higher forms ?

Balramt
The struggle of the Ellichpur workers (in which 1700 workers have been on strike 

for more than 2 months, about 200 of them going to jail, 50 facing prosecutions, massed 
r&iee by Gurkha soldiers on workers* mohallas etc.), have belled all prognostications 
about the alleged Hlimited endurance power” of these workers, of their inability to fight 
a battle on their own, unless the entire province fights*

Wp should have, from the day we gave notice of a strike, or^mised a real kass 
Strike Committee (and not just a formal one) with mohalla ramifications. With no less 
than 100 advanced militants, the Strike Comittee, could then havG t J:en the lead in 
organising resistance to police terror, utilising the foms to which workers spontaneously 
reported viz. "ghG'aos”, demonstrations in defiance of 144 etc. - on the initial days, and 
which we prevented from being carried on, as well as using other forms of fighting police 
and a handful of TNTDC stooges. The point was to allow frae scope to macs initiative in 
thia respect and help in organising It.

Incidentally, that is not only th* way, the Mlichpur workers ro sld have shown the 
way to the workers all over the province and brought then out on struggle toe, where they 
«ere not already so, hut at the sane tiw, that alone would have rallied "public support” 
(about which, meh was said)-of those sections who really natter, and who seeing the 
bold fl-ht of the workers against bourgeois terror, would have cone forward too.

Incidentally too, ve must not look mechanically at the ’’ oms of stnifalc", vii. thatot 
at this or that stage, this or that form should always be used. Actually, a combination 
of forms have to he used, depending on the concrete class-relations and the needs of

^Fn^t-^cccvd in intensify! Ike la legpvr ?

Bair am :
The Nagpur strike is a typical example of a spontaneous long-dr iwn out struggle of 

the workers, espite their reformist leaders. However, at no stage, could our Party really 
effectively interwore in the strucple, :tnd rally the workers behind it, beyond exposing the 
reformists’role, and exhorting workers to hold on. ;a are a vi.^ small force. That is one 
thing, xrue. But that by UseIf toes not xplain our failure. Take one instance. Disillusiai - 
satxt ed by the treachery of th-ir erstwhile leaders, 150 militant workers, ne..r about the 
first week of January came to att nd a UTuC meeting, chrduled to take place in a library 
hall, in the bi^g^gt workers’ locality in mp - Bhankheda. At the 11th hour the police 
warned the mana£e"?ent of the libr ry, and threatened prosecution for b-lding an illegal 
Ing. Dur comr ades then ahAndoned the meeting. It is etisy to see that hi they he ld the met
ing despite the ban, the tempo would lave been raised, and bad the police intervened, that 
would have brought not only luuikheda, but all the textile-workers into action, with the 
IIWC in the van. But this only way then of defying restriction, which the workers would 
have understood and support*d, \as bandonnd. The workers went back in disgust .nd to the 
next meeting only 4 or 5 turned up. Naturally, what lead could they expect by coming to ovr 
meetings. I^ter on, towards the end of January, our amr .des suddenly cane o t with a call 
•'break X44”, as if that c -ji serve as a rallying slogan, nnd when the see. tic workers, who



had seen us run away before, nodded their head and yet did nothing, ft was declared that 
they are ’’demoralised”. To avoid the concrete steps of developing the struggle and leading 
it, ana then cone out with apparently radical slogans - such is ”petty-bourgeois revolu- 
tionism”. It illustrates, one of the mistaken ways, which prevented our coming forward as 
the leaders of the strike.

-After this, the discm sitm on the * ■ report . first read out*
the minut*-s of the discussions in Group X.

M.Ds
It Is said the report is ba ed on the FB document. Rut ft is not so. Its baste is 

Keshav’s note.
Fir~t of all, I am in agreement >-ith the estimates about myself given by the tCS and 

others. Before the conference, I had on seven'll oce sions maintained that .‘f I have to be 
saved, I must not be included Ln the POC. ’hit in October, I did not press for ray exclu
sion from the HOC panel, as aid, for I then felt that if there is .«uch a break in the 
leadership, then everything :uiy get disorganised. I accept that there nave been anti- 
struggle tendencies in r®. But this report gives a completely unobjective and disruptive 
picture of everything. Fy attitude in the sweepers’ strike was not known beyond a small 
circle of PC^’s outride. ;s Ram said, even pi'Ps in jail, held similar vlc^s, and Drahhe 
also wanted to effect a compromise, if possible with Ruikar’s help. Hof can you explain 
that after wh t you call an upsurge amongst sweepers, there has followed complete stagna
tion in that front ?

Keshav wants to assert that he is always right. He at least Is making an effort to claim 
a separate category by himself. But I nust here and now warn the HOC against this danger to 
Keshav, if ft does not rave him in time. Like Vote, he claims to be the only Marxist 
amongst us. I do not deny that he should be in the HOC, but he would go the Kote way, if 
he Is not *wle to see his errors self-critically. Hi? petty-bourgeois arrogance (as s- en 
during the Party Congress, when he even talked of preparing an alternate Draft), and his 
mistakes - about impatience to cou*t arrest, about his part with Ruikar, should be nailed 
down. Note must also be taken, that on 5 occasions, In the midst of decisive struggles, hex 
kept away from his post on some pretext or the thrr - once by going to Beswada, then to 
the G. lc:tta Congress just on the eve of 16th “curch, and now, in the midst of a decisive 
workers’ strike.

In October, Hainan himself proposed Sudan’s name for the PCD, even though Sudan was 
not elected to the Anraoti DC, on the plea that”he is improving”. A month later, he 
changed his vie s. Such vacillations of Balram are typical of his students’ federation 
days and must Iso be nailed down.

Re. 16th March trike, it is alright to have struggles. But what about preparations i 
Can we afford to nefleet them ?

The Amraoti DC has been criticised for its errors, regarding the textile strike. 
First of all, what is the explanation that all our leading mass workers - Sudan, Ashram, 
Diwanjee and Srishtidhan are hardened reformists ? Have you ever he Lped them out ? 
Secondly, do you take into account the difficulties of the Ajgraoti DC, when you get out 
to criticise it ? An unsympathetic attitude to cadges, can’t help at all.

Mention is made of Bulram’s first letter (dated 12th Dec.) and the directives of the 
FCS and the textile xkjrvjfEKjwixry Hr. Secretary, hat was the position then ? 9 comrades 
were arrested 5n Akola, and a number at Badnera. e estimated that strike was not possible. 
That was the background to our decision. Do you t- ke account of that ?

On the 29th Dec. Balram addressed a second letter, 'bat was the circumstance which 
prompted th him to do that ? A few days ago I had met him. He had not even mentioned all 
that he subsequently wrote, and then all of a sudden, he writes to the X like that. That 
is why I objected to this unhealthy method.

Ie should also tike note of the failure of the Provincial Textile fraction, which 
never concretely helped the various units. In the days of the court proceedings - J me- 
Decenber 1947 - Keshav was representing all the 3 Berar unions. He was directly in 
charge of the Akola Union, let «hat was his contribution to their growth and work ? ^&ro • 
Later on, when Balram was the Fr. .secretary, the POG decided to hold the Berar Textile 
Conference to build an ’’alternative leadership in the province”, yet what positive help was 
given by the Tex. Fr. to the terar comrades ? Nothing much. (Ealram intervening pointed 
out incidentally, that the AC never talked of an ’’alternative provincial leadership” evolv
ing out of the Berar Textile Conference. That w-.s perhaps, M.D.’s own interpretation of 
the PC resolution), lou say there were 5 POC members there. But did you not kner.* who they 
were and all that ?

Finally, I ■ ust point out that .merely by writing manifestoes, good reports and resolu
tions you cannot build the 1 arty. That is not the. way of leading the Party, as Stalin has 
pointed out.

S.K. Deshpande:
From the beginning we had no perspective of building struggles. That is true. I only
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knew that our strategic slogan was the building of the Socratic Front. ,s a step to- 
wards that, in order to create an "auxiliary force" from amongt the workers, 1 looked 
at the Her ar Textile Conference, ^it I disa pointed to see, th -t not one of the 
centres outside Berar sent a fraternal delegate. For this, why should not the • cks 
of those certrep be criticised, just ;S much a** the B^rar ’ ? For the above reason,
and the wrong . inference waa not a success,
in as much as it t yield reemits. Fer the wrong attitude • comrades, we 
criticised them in the arraoti -C. It is not therefore correct to say that none fought 
reformism in Anraeti.

After this Conference, >a ^astr-1 about 2 months, in the Mote-Lf controversy, Dis
trict and Provincial Conferences. I say it ”as the FCC and D.C. who are responsible for 
the stagnation in work (barring these months, for they gave us the above jobs.

Both in the September and November tex. fraction meetings, we were of course 
criticised for not leading the "partial struggles" and so on. I confe.r* that even now, 
1 ar of opinion that should not have "departmental strikes" and All Uu.l, unless it 
is the entire mill which can fight "Departmental strikes" lead only to a loss of cadres. 
That really is reformism.

..fter the arrest of many militants in Akola, there was a debacle. Even handbills 
sent fro® the Provincial headquarters could not be dis ribut;d till 13th. Uhut then 
could we have done ? Irue, my previous estimates were more optimistic, and I had given 
them in the 2?r. meeting. But these were later on misunderstood by Keshav and Balram.

I am saying all this to five the background to what b«. ? ■rned in i3er.iT. This 
she that there was no intentional reformism there.

As to rest of report, I think railway should be elaborated, and the other IC’s work 
should also be reviewed.

Sudara:

An attempt is made to st mat that while some were reformists, there were others who 
were not s", who made no mistakes, ell, there can be no mist Jees, where there is nothing 
ha*; ening.

In LUichpur, this is the first time have fought a long drawn out and single- 
handed battle, depression was all concentrated on vs. In the Amraoti DC meeting of 11th 
December Kathalkar had of course said that we must surpass vainer. But 1 confess, I 
*ag unnerved at the nro‘Tects. I was never confident u.lso, that in Nagpur, we will be 
able to lead the working class. That also made me hesitate.

M the 16th when I heard that duiker has withdrawn, I of co rae began thirkiiig of 
withdrawing. Many comrides did oppose. They also said, "What will happen to those who 
are arrested ?* I replied, "hat will happen to the arrester people, where there is no 
strike now ? Let vs withdraw or ^nlscdly, so that we can later on counter-attack."

You must realise that for the debacle in Akola ete. you are responsible, since in 
kagpur you are unable to overthrow the rf-forrdsts. Unless you understand this, you do 
not under st uxi the ph yc hr log of the textile-workers’ movement in o r province.

Of course reformism has to be fought and eliminated. But you e.^nnot do it all at 
once. By mere criticisia, you don’t help. As for myself, I am willing to take the punish- 
ment that is due to r- 'orm^sm.

Kathalkar^
After the Tex. Frl meeting tn November, we started onr agitation for Um? strike on 

bonus etc. in ^llichpur. ^t on 11th Dec. when the Amraoti 0, the first question posed 
w s Ihist there he a continuous or a one-day strike ? T was surprised. Bow could we 
discuss about this, when we ’ ad alread^r decided that this tire we fight it out - no 
retr' at and so on. I said the Blllchpur workers can make an amalner there. I upheld the 
Frov. t ‘r. decision, hit I was al ore. Back at ^.liehonr, the Trov. Dr. decision not 
even reverts, -nly the Arraoti DF’s decision was communicated. Dany covr ides even 
then opposed.

On the 16th 1 returned t^ ^llichp^ir with Balrarfs letter. But already then Suda® 
was writing posters for - ithd^owal. I quarellM with him on this. Sudas lias been 8 years 
in the trade union movement, but he neither faith in the workers’ organisation, nor 
in the class strnq^ie. He also ;oes not think it necessary to consult the Party. He has 
a contempt for that.^n t^th, because of police-raids etc., I left ^llichpur for reporting 
to D.D. and the b.L. In I jnet Keshav and Balra®. But when I rebwrned, I
heard that the strike wis withdrawn. Increased t.ork-load notice had been put up and none 
released, but still Suda® took this step. Of course, after a day or two, workers again 
corae out, H* re 1 must mention, that till today, we had fought no serious struggle in 
Lllichpur. ;n<--day protest strike and court-work - ccjgnpromis« s, that is all. But class 
struggle, never.

In the course of the strike, n I nA had discussions vfith SK and *hey said
^rkerwxa

i3er.iT
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wc 'kers ^re betting "terrorised", I replied, Tot they, but you are getting terrorised" 
Suda® naf*' even worried about the exist nee of the Union, which he had laboured to build 
Pe could not see that when the verb sr is struggling, no n pression can smash his union, 
he was I think, also a bit concerned of his leadership.

At the same tire, I must also point to the sh »rtcamines of Nagpur.

In a Nagpur T1C meeting (^eld in Jan. end) which I attended, bashott^r und Sharma 
end others talked of breaking 144. I said how ? They said, let us -ring out a handbill. I 
laughed, "Can you br^ak 144 with handbills r’ I offered to get 200 workers from -llichpur, 
if they could mobilise 3^0 local y. Te co Id then march even to the Secretariat, But 
they would not accept my offer, ’^e saw what Fas the result of this slogan, I arres that 
here yew expose the r-'ormisV effectively. But, organisation of struggle - nothing J 
I can quite underst.snd, why Sudan therefore does not listen to your advice, and dj sregarde 
it completely. He is r5 yht in that, to some extent.

I think, th- report should criticise the other p.C.’s ^Iso, not just the Asraoti BC.
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Dear Comrades*
i ii the first Conf r nee of the Provincial Comltt of the 

iwrty. e are oldin^ this Coni renet uncer c^n. iiioru of terrible 
r pre don and virtu 1 ill t lity. All the same, e are holding tills 
Conf' enee because dthout it, th inn r-party crisis in the Kadershi; 
of the Party anc also th IoceI xs ty cosiiw es hich has viti ted the 
entire development am growth of the movement of the working people of 
the Province ar th* cl?ss, c?xmot b< resolve J, hi cevirtions nailed 
do n ■ - th rlou: anti-i »rty tendencies rcou. out.

Th' primary object in hcldin, t' i Confer nee is to under tend our 
own shorteaming end take organi^rtions 1 steps to era ic e the .

The Party crisis in th* province originates from th inner P. ?.C. 
crl h.

It is coLr«on knowledge to you. comrades, ho.? the leadership of the 
Froxdneiri Party had Bate the crisis a family affair of their o?m, how 
the Provincial Connittee diu not m ve as a tee® tnd guice the movement 
of the Province, how the Central COEr.ittee had many reasons to intervene 
and even » issolve it though it . art bt idd th^t the Central Committee 
also did not go to the roots of the crisis in th leadership of the C.F. 
end Berar .arty and give 2 proper understandin^ to the ranks.

The ’ 1. torie C.C. doctcient of Decr.1947 made a turning point not 
nerely in di life of the CPI but meant a great derl for our ^arty. It 
is this document which had nailed down the r form st hi stakes of the 
CPI ^hich made $n objective discussion of the crisis in the Provincial 
1 ?ce shl , poszlbl** The January *48 resolution or I'ty Oj^ntxe.l zonal 
crisis was the first conscious a ttempt cade by the leadership cf tlie 
Irovlncl? 1 . arty to un erstam. its own mistakes. Though the January 
resolution suffers from ©any shortconin , in that the resolution was 
bnsed on col. rori c, thrt the different eomrace hat different 
tin erstanding of the resolution, it mat be said that this resolution is 
of gre^t significance in our life for ?hile nailing down Lhc ®ajor 
trends in the leadership of the Ferty, it decided to solve the crisis 
outside the ‘’Family* by taking the entire ranks into confidence.

The genoral offensive against the CoEuaunist Party by the Hehru 
Government, the 16th larch strike which precipitated repression in our 
Province, put obstacles in the -^y of implementing th decisions of the 
January resolution, nauely itolding of s provincial Conference in May* 
ith the first wholesale attack on the Party all the weaknesses of the 

me to the fore , the crisi In th/ i.p.i . ned.

She xrovinc ' l Org. Comittee in its April eting took orgenlsetl n 
al steps in the face of the offensive of the Government and certain 
co. ? ;cs of the j • * droned from the arc co . ades adde< •

In the 
ranks notes

June meeting of the IOC the POC decided to circulate to the 
of . ote am Pa ranjpe ant a note on them by the FOC.

In August noting, on the basis of di.:cusaions of th se notes by 
comrades and t ieir reactions, the Provincial Corxdttee pt ssed a

ng Mote and Paranj.e from th? ^rrty.
resoluti on on hi • and al o a resolut. on on Co on their failings 
and ”j. \r tr.iidr. In a further resolution, it ms declc.e^ to fold a 
Provincial Conference in October to finally thresh cut the orgsnirzatlonal 
crisis in our H ovznce ^nd elec ;\y • i • . The FOC

d in thia y the discusrslons that were ' eld on the
*

Hote here mu t be uade of the Historical resolutich of the
OHL on Yugoslav Cormr y leac

It Is this resolution which has elven a trewnfiour iaietus to the various 
Comuni3t Parties to re-exar ine itself , its pest and re 11 d wn alien 
trends in Uu reruzs of the revolutionary xarty of the Frol kt ri- t.Thg
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criticlm and self-criticism, the chief weapon of holding high the bann^ 
of democracy and internationalism with which every J arty e.g.French, 
Bulgaria - re-evaluation itself,has made deep impression on the POC 
comrades and made them take a self-critical attitude*

It is in pursuance of the decision of POC in Its . upust meeting we 
are holding the Conference, to examine our past and take organizational 
steps to re-organise the Party life#

It is in this spirit that the report will endeavour to throw light 
on the special features of our Party, to help the comrades to understand 
the root causes of the Party crisis. The POC has been examining the past 
in the course of the last few months and it is the conclusions that the 
0 has reached being placed before you. It is not the intention of the 

?0C to give a history of the Party. The fact is that placed as it is 
the POC with all its present limitations $ Is neither in a position 
to write ft history of the Party in the Province, nor will it be correct 
1 hing to do it. The Central Committee alone is the Most competent 
authority to write the history through a Com lesion. All the same, the 
special features of our Party life which are being placed before you 
comrades as they came out sharply during the various periods in the 
history of the party will give you sufficient understanding to come to 
definite organizational conclusions to eradicate the various anti-Farty 
tendencies in 1931-36 periods

It is ti'ue that the. specific political and economical features of 
the province have their effect on the development of its social movement• 
But it would be absolutely untrue to say that our i rovince is backward 
as a justification for the weak growth of the Party.

In our Province also,as in other parts of our country, the impact 
of world though and Marxist Ideology found its expression in the wake of 
the world economic crisis of 1929 and the following years,which hit the 
working people in the form of wage cut, retrenchment, in low prices of 
Jie agricultural products, hitting the poor peasantry.

The working-class and specially the textile workers of the Province 
I ought back the effects of the economic crisis through spontaneous 
strike battles. The G.I.P* workers* strike also cane in the same period. 
The world Marxist thought was having its effect on petty bourgeois 
intellectuals who were getting disillusioned about capitalism, especially 
fcince the world crisis. In this period we see «Zsywant,£elkar and 
Marathe participating in the strike battles of the textile workers.

Thou,* h no Party nucleus or group was formed at that time, yet it 
was the beginning of Socialist thought in the Province. It ^as a period 
of etru । le of the working people which afforded opportunities to 
organize the working-class md build the Party by drawing in of the 
militants thrown up in these strike battles till 1934. But lack of 
conscious effort in this direction by the individual comrades who owed 
allegiance to the C.P.I. entrusted theleadership of the working-class 
in the hands of reformists like uikar, Fulay and alappa.

In 1934, Mote and Kolhatkar c^joe to Magpur when already Jayawmt, 
Mara the and Kelkar and Bhalyaji Kulkarni were work in at different 
centres of the Province in the working-class. hey Instead of forming 
a Party group, resisted the very formation of the I arty. he attempts 
of other comrades to form a Party were thwarted by J ote in those days.

They started work in the Nagpur Textile Union. But the main 
characteristic of their T.U. work was one of top manoeuvring sometimes 
in alliance with Ruikar end rometimes in alliance with those who oppose 
uikar, like Ghanekar, Uagam etc. They neglected the Fpade work 

amongst the workers and drawing the militants inside the Party,for 
this alone could fight Kalkar’s reformism and lead the wrking-class 
forward. They persistently refused to form the Party and Moto never 
made a secret of this. He had his differences with the Centre. He 
resisted and even sabotaged the formation of the I arty becuse, 
according to him, he had suspicions that the Party will be used against 
him by the centre.



This re distance of Mote to the formation of the Forty continued 
right through upto 1939 and even later • It was when student into lie ctueM 
orker militants and others were coming on theii* own towards Communism 

that the Central Committee gave a mandate to Mote said nolhatkar for the 
^brmation of a Party Committee with the break of brld i ar II* Yet 
this Party Committee which was formed after the start of the 
Second orld ar, Com.Lote wanted to make it indigenous and bypass it 
by the formation of another Communist arty of Provincial without 
allegiance to the C.' .1. section Communist Inteiiurtional,oatensively 
on the plea of drew Mog in of the Left nationalist elements of the 
^d Army and the Socialist Party•

It was precisely the period when, as in other Parts of India 
our Province" also reverberated with ant i-taperia list upsurg e• It was 
a period when youth4? were getting disillusioned about the parliamentary 
pregrare of the natural leadership and looking to building up a 
broadbased anti-tape ria list front on the Laris of the independent 
organization of the worktag-class and the peasantry, rhe peace 
front for peace md freedom of the world people against Fascism found 
its expression in the urge for buildin; a wide National Front for 
freedom in our country.

It was the period when working-class fought many batties,when 
All-India Klsan Sabha was formed, when A.X.S.F. was organized which 
developed a militant anti-taperialiat student movement, when States' 
peoples came to tl«e forefront against autocracy, when Socialist 
Tarty was formed*

he reflection of this was seen in our Province in the peasant 
marches in Be rar and Kagpur, the growth and development of a wide 
student movement, in the formation of the socialist Party and ths Aad 
Amy.

But primarily bee use there was no Party Committee to discuss and 
consciously carry out U.N.F. line of the C.F.I. in theeontext of the 
ant1-tapertailst upheaval in the Province, a basically wrong line was 
formulated by lote which sought to create a Left platform in the 
Province, without consciously working inside the Congress and influenc
ing the healthy elements and without buildin up mass organizations 
of the working people - the working-class and peasantry which alone 
could be the. core of the United National Front.

xhe 1 ronr approach to UNF lactics is tarth^r revealed in this 
that the Party even failed to lead the partial struggles of the 
workers and peasants such as Khamgaon sweepers* strike and Umrer 
Kisan satyagraha and klsan movement which,while initiated by our 
comrade, was riven as a gift to the Socialists.

It is the result of the same policy of not building the Party 
and following a wrong UNF line (build a Left platform)that w see that 
the circulation of Party liters tore was scrupulously avoided in 
Nagpur on the plea that they were not newspaper agents,that comrades 
from different centres were asked by Cam.Fote to come to Nagpur and 
concentrate on the textile.

It is natural 
other comrades did

for the comrades to put the ( uestion - hy is that 
not fi ht the anti-Party attitude of Compote.

The answer to this is that the other comrades suffered from 
inferiority complex bom of their lack of proper understanding of 
Marxism and its organizational principles,they were heft-national 1st 
bourgeois intellectuals with weak or no working-class base were 
taken in by tote's abstract criticism of the N ri »nal bourgeoisie. 
taxtdlleetuidtxxxta&^  ̂ In the absence of theoretical
groundings these comrades found escapes on many occasions in this period 
^y taking up different work at different times, it is tills lack of 
theoretical understanding that seeds of factionalism were grown as we 
* ill see in the subsequent history.



Period 1939 - June 1941

Aith the outbreak of World II,there was tremendous urge in the peoik 
ibr a final show down with Imperialism through mass action* In the face 
of the mass upsurge of the people, the bourgeois leadership of the 
Congress and other Left Parties stood unmasked in that they shuddered 
at the mass upheaval. Conscious efforts were made by the bourgeois 
leadership to sabotage the growing upsurge of the toiling people in 
the country. It is in this period, the CPI through its consistent 
attitude towards mass action against imperialism and leading the 
working-claas in the partial economic struggles for D.A. etc. in spite 
of heavy repression crime to be recognized as a genuine anti-imperialist 
force amongst the student intellectuals and working masses.

m our Province, in Nagpur in this period started the textile 
worker»• strike for D.a. Anti-imperialist youths and masses were in 
sympathy with the struggle of the textile workers whlcn,however, 
frightened Reformist Ruikar and he tried from the beginning to sabotage 
rhe strike. Unable to fight reformism of Rulkar, thro ugh concrete 
exposure, through mobilization of the workers for the intensification 
of the struggle , wa came out of Textile orkors’ Union and asked 
about 40 of our supporters to resign from the Union G.Council.

This completely isolated us from whatever little mass contact we 
had in the textile workers giving Rulkar a big handle to slander us.

This isolation from the working-class in Nagpur resulted in 
frustration of the Left nationalist elements (Socialists and Red *rmy 
»allas)*ho see that C»P«I.(C.P.& Berar) cannot lead and they take 
to individual satyagraha call given by the bourgeois leadership to 
sabotage mass movement.

It is this isolation from the working-class in the wake of ths 
split that the pro-Party group consisting mostly of student youths 
□nd few wording-class elements,now look to the formation of the Party 
and .uidanc-e from the centre.

The A* I .S.F .Conference in Nagpur gdve us the first opportunity to 
establish direct links with the Centre. All earlier efforts were 
consciously sabots ed by note. In 1940, after the formation of the 
Party, Mote and Mukherjee were sent to Bombay during Poona A ICC to 
establish links, Mukherjee was sent bidk by Mote and he came with the 
"news’* that "the centre has collapsed.”

1 ven after the formation of the Party with young enthusiastic 
student youths who wore actually at that time bearing the main brunt 
of imperialist repression after the brutal suppression of the working- 
class in the initial days after the start of the Second £orld ar, 
Mote gave the adventurous call of a political conference to give lead 
to the C.P.I. by giving the slogan of evolving an organ of struggle 
for capture of power by the w or king-class.

here was heated discussion in the Party on the textile situation 
and political conference. Com.f.D. vigorously opposes the slogan, 
supported by B.N. But their opposition comes not from a correct 
understanding of the problem but as a reaction to Mote’s attitude 
towards sabotaging building of the Party,from the reformist angle
build organization before we give any call for stru^ le. It is here 
that cationallsm enters in the Party. M.D. «nd B.L. on one side with 
Mote and Vyas on the o her. Mote carries the comrades with his call 
for political conference. The question of or^n of struggle was 
referred to the Centre. The C.C. severely criticised Mote’s contention 
about organ of struggle and his entix*e attitude towards Party,textile 
split etc. which unnerves Mote and strengthens M. . and B.N. 
reformist attitude of build the organisation first>

After the political conference, Mote was arrested. f.K.went to 
work in other Province as U.G. and I .13. back to Berar.
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There la ^gain Another wave of working /-class vpsur e in the Province, 
on the question of restoration of waf^e-cut and D.A. fuch was the intensity 
nd width of the upsurge that Huikar wee forced to form a Council of 

Action for the whole Province to lead the battle of the wrksrs.lt is in 
the background of this spontaneous upsurge that we form unions at the . 
three textile centres of Berar and raise our effective voice in the 
Council of Action( ppoinuaent of Jaya Ratmn Committee) •

In June 1941 came the dastardly Nesi attack on the Soviet Unions At 
this time the organisational position of the Party In the Province 
can be summed up in this that we had student organizations in Nagpur, 
Awaeti end Jubbulpore v 1th good young student militants in the Party end 
near the Party,with 3 textile unions in Barer and with practic^illy no mass 
working-class base in Nagpur.

The Nazi attack on <u. invigorated theoretical discussions in the 
Party ranks, he literature had started corning from the centre after the 
A.X.S.<. Conference In Mazour. There was no unanimity about the Party 
line in the r^nks,yet it did call forth a tremendous ur e among the young 
student ranks for the defence of the s.U.

The Patna session of the AISF with the changed Party line of 
People's ar showed tremendous loyalty of the 1 arty cadres to the CPI and 
the Soviet Union#

Such was the enthusiasm in the student youthsthat in Nagpur without 
a working-class base, Ute small Party was able to rally about &0,000 
people in the nti-Fascist Conference. In Berar also in the same period 
we had a big kisan and Antl-Zasclst rally in Arraoti. Klsan work was 
started on the question of control of prices,mostly amongst the 
agricultural labour section Immediately after the con 'erence.

Than cawc the fateful August resolution of the Indian National 
Congress, and the national crisis,with the waiton repression by the 
Imperialist.

The .small Party without any effective work inside the ConreBS, 
without mass base especially in Nagpur, with young student cadres ,had to 
face this crisis. It must be seid to the credit of the young Party youths 
that they steadfastly stood the /mound against bourgeois nationalist 
opposition.

ust ’42 to bhe D is solution of th< ProvinciOct.*44 by

The courageous stand taken by our comrades in the face of August 
stru It enabled us to consolidate our ranks and absorb all the student 
militaats inside the Party.

BN was arrested. took over the Party secretaryship in consultation 
•*ith Mb o. Party was legalized. Party forms began ftaetlonlnr which was 
hitherto absent.

Coru ♦gardes a! came to explain thepoliticr 1 line of the Party. In his 
report he pointed out the weknesees of the Party in the Province - such 
as individualism,localism,etc. and disapproved of the formation of the 
Beror TUC by Com.l d . om aranjpe. He gave a criticism of duikar's 
reformism and impressed on work in the textile.

uardeaai's criticism of our Provincial work was not correctly under
stood by comrades. Com.HK went to M®r»otl and criticized MD for his 
Individualism rmd localism before the ranks. MD retor/ted and charged 
Mote and Vyas of factionalism and resigned from the POC whereupon he was 
expelled from the Party.

' extile work was started in Nagpur by HK. DJ came and Joined in the 
work afterwards. Gn the question of memorandum,big mobilization was being 
made by our comrades. Then came the 1st Party Congress with its 
"Production Policy and no atrlke -. This led to our givln aWi!y of the

wrksrs.lt


textile workers’ citation which was initiated by us. This i rong attitude 
on our part of leaving the workers to their o^n fate and relinquishing 
all st.ru ; les till the end of mrtha8 affected a great deal in our work 
in the textile workers,giving a handle in the hand? of the reiomiists to 
di sere J it us amongst the workers.

Cutting hlmrelf off from direct mas© movement,Vyas began to ape'the 
Party forms at the PH and instated on functioning ox forms which in the 
absence of line touch with the mass movement, ba came only mechanical end 
bureaucratic*

The Party secretary’s Job bee ^ae that of organization of sale of 
Pa.,quotas for funds,comnune and signature campaign for Congr bs-Leanne 
unity*

In the name of centralization of Party leadership,oemmime was 
built up. Com.ParanJpe was called back from Akola where he i^ad 
developed the movement of the textile workers,to stay in the commune* 
aajurvale was sent to f a liarshah and then to BadnorafFK to Akoka and 
Bardhan was uprooted from the student movement - a movement which was 
most disrupted because of August stru gle” and was sent round as an 
organizer to Akola and fllichpur.

Fha functionin' of forms without direct touch with the mas ses and 
especially the working-class,became lifeless.turning the Farty function
aries as bureaucrats. hen BN was released in ’43 end,he was sent to 
Amr a© to as DC Secretary* The ki^an ho venen t which waa developing in 
Be rar got Restricted in the fe^ villages in Cliandur taluk under the 
slogan of “function the forma.,f BN as District secretary in «raoti 
was doing the same as Com .Hi in Nagpur#

To what ridiculous extent the Party functionaries out themselves 
oi l from the mess movement can be seen from one single instance of 75 
days’ strike oi the textile workers in April ’44.

The Provincial jocretaxy left Nagpur for Bezwada in the face of 
the impend in : strike* This was one of the xirst militant actions of 
the working-clats for the betterment o their economic condition in the 
later days of the war,when Fascisms as already on the run* The farty 
should have participated and led this strule of the textile workers, 
but mechanically repeating * Production and no strike” for the 
anti-'aseist w* e not only did not Join in Jie strike but opposed it# 
fhe Party .secretary leaves Nagpur giving the directive for opposition 
of he strike to the younger comrades for Bezwaca to hear PCJ’s 
re ort. It is true our wrong approach had its loot in the *iight- 
refomist deviation in the arty line adopted in rhe first Party 
Congress,yet it throws a considerable li nt how callous the farty 
leadership in the ro vince had become to thu interests ox the 
wo r king-c la e s *

This mechanical functi. non, of the Party forms and the bureaucra
tic attitude of Vyas and the other functionaries of the district 1#»<* 
to complete stagnation in the gro ;th of tlxe -> arty and inner-* arty 
criaic*

Mote returned 1 rom Bombay ii October ’44. Hu took initiative in 
organisin’' removal of Vyaa from Party Secretaryship* BN and Bardhan 
Joined iote. ’his attack on Vyas - b Initiated by = ote,not as 
correct In ; things in the trovinee and removing Vyas from his 
responsibility but against the Central committee and especially 
against Com.BTR* According to ote, Vyas w s doing all things in 
Nagpur on Instructions from BT. Com.BF, Bardhan and k rathe fell 
victims to lote’e revolt against the Central ootittee.

xhe CC intervened, censored the action of BA aiki Bardhan as 
highly disruptive and anti-Party. Mota refused to accept the CC 
resolution and was expelled from the Party* H#X# was debarred from 
holding any responsible position in the arty, the POC was diesolved 
and co-ordination commit tee was formed.

The main point in the CC resolution as that with the absence 
of any aass work on the , arty of the poc i......

st.ru
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of any mass work on the Part o the ; OC leadership which consisted of
®d ex-terrorist and IU cadres, all this fact!-nullm,bureaucratism etc'have 
Sme and 30 while dissolving the ?0C U were given to each comrade

i the mass front. IT orKamongst Contra ssmenjTIK-textlle Fa/:pur and 
.j •

lection and After and e-or^ nlzatlon of the FCC
’’hen ciw the release of Congress leaders,anticommunist demagogy and 

the elections. The Co-ordination Coi«fdittee did not function.FK did not 
return and MD was in A.mraoti,both these comrades were the Joint convenor 
01 theCo-ordination Committee. The need for putting up our erndidates 
cauac to maintain our base T.U. in «tabbulpore and kisan in Chandur taluks 
the hagpur comrades discussed end erne to the conclufeion that we must put 
up our candidates and the C.t. be moved lor reconstitution of the 1W.

J.C. sanctioned putting up the candidate•?e -ut up our candidates in 
th£ above two constituencies. C.C. sent back DJ and Mote on our repeated 
demand, in spite of their not approving of the idoa.(Kagpur DC resolution).

In spite of our defeat in both these constituencies, the election 
campaign not only did not revitalize our own r&nks but gave a wids base in 
both these con tituenciea.

This was precisely the period when the wost-war upsurge of the toiling 
people came.It was in thio period that every section of the tolling people 
was corain up for organization «nd fight for their demands.

kna.B.?. Cv®e in ay *46,important comrades from the distts. 9re also 
called. A new Provincial Committee of 15 was constituted with mas 1 leaders 
end every comrade in the POC was linked up with direct mass movement. 
Importance of railway Front was im^res?Mid and Zvggarwal sent to Itarsi.

From duly ’46 to April 47 was the >erioa when there vere innum rable 
strike actions of the various sections of the workers.It was in this xarlod 
that m -ny unions ^re organized and the defunct unions revived •

In Jubbulpore there were organised as many an 18 unions.
In Hai ur also the spontaneous upsurge resulted in the organization 

of many unions.
In Nagpur also the some hapj>ened.
This period is characterised by the strike action in our r*ovince of 

the ir^sF worksrs,My * clerks(Jubtulpore) , ost and Lo^er Grade Staff 
(Jubbul we), sweepers,almost in all the dietto. an Karkhana. Glass 
factory workers(Juobulpfre) Chapra workers,teachers(JuD.),Provincial 
Sweepers and the textile workers.

It is this period that the growth of the f arty was noticed and new 
grounds were dug in the lail.ay unions at Itarsi, arclha,Badne^,Nagpur 
union wrested fi'om ^ulappa,* ork in Jaipur, ’ondla was started.

But the crisis in the Provincial Committee remained unsolved, hen 
BTR came,the r rty crisis was one of the a end a before him. B.J *,Mote end 
D4F. were aliened in one bloc at this time and there a bitter attack 
on the .0. comrades by them(B.I Js re ort to the district committee on 
comune). com.B.r.x. h»d nailed do m the mistakes of all comrades. Com.B.N. 
had proposed Com.Mote as Secretary of the arty hut that was not accepted 
either by B.T. or the comrades.

The F.O.C. was constituted at a time ’ hen there was a veritable 
upsurge of the working-clasfc and the peasantry. It was period when much 
headway could be mad® and Party developed in the Province but POC itself 
was a house divided v/ith no mutual trust and with each one for himself 
attitude. Instead of studying the problems and assimilating the experiences 
of the strike battles of the working people and especially of the i.C. in 
the light of the C.C. resolution for ”Final Bid tor Power M, ths POC in its 
very first meetin : became agein the arena of cmitual squabble*• The 
discussion was initiated by Vote on Unity of the arty, he attacked the 
working-class comrades. ' hey resented and refused to participate in the 
meeting. R.H.sho ed his inability to t^ke up the responsibility. Une er such 
circumstances,the question of accounts of election also cane .B.h .asked the 
r.Q.C. to ap oint a Control Commission on D^J.’s putting the question in
the .0. .

came.It
workers.It
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In short,the POC ceased to have any meaning for the guidance and 
development of the working-class movement in the Province#

A resistance developed in Comrades B#N.,H#K. anc the working-class 
cost odes in discussions of political problems as a re ction to the negative 
attitude of Com#MotefFaranJpe and also 1 uadar to the problem of Party 

organization in the Province .

ibe result of this we the development of autonomy in the jurisdiction 
of each PVC Comrade. Each comrade bee; me very touchy to any c riticism# 

. hore was self-righteous attitude in all the comrades# Attract! became a 
unit by itself# irallarly was fAgpur under H.K. (Range’s tour,cultural squad 
prorr^rre,n.»-.»s report in he Amraoti dstt. ora It tee).

It was in this state of Party organizational crisis that the attack 
on the Party came in December *46. Leading members of the FDC were clapped 
behin the bars ano warrants were issuer against others*

In spite of this attack on the Party#tremendous initiative was shown 
by the ranks in conductin' the strike battle of the sweepers# This only 
speaks how healthy the Party ranks are and ^hat great potentialities are 
there in the Province.

After the withdrawal of the strike and the release of the Jailed 
comrades, the POC meetin wea held. On - very isaue on the agenda * review 
of the sweepers1 strike and tasks,textlie work, i.V. work and kism front, 
1 trance,etc. there was unanimity in the comrades ex ept I .' • who 
differed on the sweepers’ strike estimation# It locked as if we have got 
over from the Inner-Party(FOC) crisis and that . ith the new understanding 
&nd unity forged through the strike battles of our ranks the leadership 
will also learn and c Ary the things forw rd.

But again the lessons of the strike action, healthy spirit of the 
ranks were lost on the leadership. In less than two raonths a^.in the 
crisis appeared a;Mn. ^he Paranjpe episode Is well-known to comrades, 
needing its mention again. t .0# refused to take up any work for some 
months, esignation of Paranjpe, ote and Huddar’s continued inactivity 
all thaso are too glarin' episodes to recount here#

11 the events in the Party li'e sho cd total inAbility of the 
Provincial Committee and ^specially of the Party sectary to understand 
the problems as a whole to guide and develop the movement "xjyond a certain 
stage#

Historic.f.c.Document of pec#*47 and Party-Conggej^ ^jnliyena InmW'arty 
disc US 6 Iona . ...

xh<- historic C.C. document of fee#1*!? s not r. r^ly a tu rning point 
in the history of our AU-India arty - in that it railed down our reformist 
mistake,but v as one of great significance for our arty. But for this 

document, a olf-critic-1 attitude in our Provinci 1 Committee of the Party 
woulc not hm . I Me of "eac imsel " had

vitiated any discussion in the TOC with the result that groupings of 
conveniences had ceccmc uho recurrent feature woul luive remained and 
objective relationship, based on the principles of V^rxla -leninism of Party 
comrades ; nd fight for such relationship both in the lenders and the ranks 
would not have developed.

As a first step to fight to eradicate Inner-party crisis,the C'nMry 
resolution was passed# ^his resolution as has been said before suffered 
from many defects# It had only superficially touched the problem. It did 
not nail down the mistakes oi individual comrades,the ori. in of their 
shortcoxuings and that there was no uniform understanding about the 
resolution.inxkhKlr The diffetent comrades interpx*ete he resolution in 
their own way and found their own Justification in the r solution.

Com«B#^# interpreting it as a censure against Tote and t ote and 
Paranjpe takin it as a censure against B.N. and IEK. and other comrades 
taking it i» self-righteous spix’it# Sudan and B^rdhan - both the sections w 
.anted to escape from the implications of the resolution#B.K.fs attitude
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relinquishing the responsibility o’ the arty omr.it ee . Mote and W’e 
attitude since ^reh 16 only apeak of this.

16th ^agch and After

r brought a severe repression a • \ ,
the ty beceme virtually ill * al* Tills created enormous difficulty in 
carrying forward the discussion 'hich was initialled in the January 
resolution and which with the Party Congress lessons would h^ve gone a long 
way to help us to understand our failings and re-group ourselves equipped 
with the lessens of Party Cohgress to face the coming stru g le for the 
building of the nemoc^atlc front.

The crisis that faced the Party with the wholesale attek ma still 
. further deepened because of Mote and Paranjpe who not only refused to take 

up any r onaiblllty to salvage the Party from this attack but actually 
hel >ed in getting the Tarty smash up.

The April meeting of the FOC organized Itself, he subsequent develop
ment revitalising of the units, di-g Ing of new grounds(mine workers, 
Bilaspur rail aymen),advance in the Chhattisgarh , textile or^rsjlfagpar, 
Be rar textile workers rrlly amply justified the stope taken.

The di. cu^tiona on the ote of Fotr and Paranjpe end the FOC document 
have enlivened the Party anu the Party as a whole is in a better organiza
tional osit ion than it was on the 16th Ma ch and even before*

It is in this context that the conference is meeting. The primary task 
before the con/eronce is to settle accounts with bour eois reformism inside 
the Party so that it is able to carry out the task of the period - building 
up the Democratic Front under the hegemony of the working -class - in the 
Province•

Communist consciousness isnot bom,it has to be inculcated through 
un erst nd Ing of Marxism-Leninism in actual practice and through criticism 
and self-criticism.

The fl :ht against hour cola reformism inside the arty is not over,it 
has to >e continued* The Party leadership and also the ranks are not immune 
as yet from its influence.
evaluation of F.0. • •.and the Comrades.

The P.O.C. evaluated itself and its members self-critically. In this 
report we are riving the evaluation of each comrade so that it lielps the 
comrades concerned to fight out the alien tendencies,nailed down,and the 
ranks to be vi ilanc about these tendencies.
1. B .L.- Coming from the petty hour; cols terrorist r ovenent, dr a rn towards 
the P rty in the dayr of U.N.F. Betty bourgeois radicalism makes him an easy 
prey to bote’s anti-centre attitude, forks in the student movement and 
Congress ranks which strengthens his Left nationalism* From the very begin
ning no cent et ith the orklrt-ch ss* Actlv durin len 1 c m ai. n,Assent 
election campaign and anti-riot c'n ai n. Ideolo* ieel ^nkness and failure 
to assimilate the euperlencee of the corking-ci ee otiw le creates in him 
feeling of inability to guide the Party and involves in factional fights 
first with 11.r* ar ainst rote,then with Tote eg^inst yns and then /yaa 
against Mote anc Faremjpe• Overt helmed by sense of inability often reflected 
in him la hie trying to find escape from responsibility* Intolerant to 
criticism.

2. H<K* talent intellectual drawn towards Marxism in the days of 'W* 
gets Into factional fight in the early st (Age s of the Party. After ’42 
placed at the helm of the Party affairs,opportunist careerist tendencies 
crop up. Lack of touch with the workin -cl ss movement turns him a 
tux aucrut end a formalist. is recent actio# before and after Lhe Party 
Congr ss such as pact with \uikar,hls total indifferent e to the 
organizational tasks after having given 16th March strike. His insistence 
of contiixuous strike, his ^wrender to the ix>lice in spite of ^-reat Party 
responsibilities show him as a typical petty bour eois radical in talk and 
ri ht opportunist in action*
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3# * ieuty hour voi inbellwctual ur wn to ••xlsr ut ideological}
f®Uc. Begin® hia i igh. against Lota’s anti-centre attitude v ith bourgeois 
liberal conception about org.nisatlon. Take® factional approach toward® 
Party. Individualism and localise attitude develop in the early stag®® 
(Berar Flic fsrmatioa). Refusal to lead the rur^le on the plea of . 
organization jakes hid approach basically antl*®truggle and oanicky 
as vas evident in the sweepers1 strike. refusal to see his mistakes and 
drawbacks objectively made him escape into periods of inactivity.

4. Ft. »rarathe- Lack of eharp understand in? and with a coraDromising 
attitude he hrs trailed behind economic and political upsurge but never 
led it. Often chanped hie front - textile, bidl, :<ivns.

* • /^dharw. Student intellectual drawn and davelo^d towards the 'arty 
in th? student movement* Refusal to take un maee o^m:>aign himself. 
Betrays individualist and cgotiot tendencies,developed a li ght hearted 
attitude to area the Party and its forms. Intolerant of criticism.
6. vro.Agm^wal. student intellectual takes to J. . ^ork in the early 
day ,buC remain * essentially a trade unionist. Beat to Itarsi -develops 
trade union but r>. Vises to undertake politic, 1 jork. Intolerant/eritlelsm*

7. Jhanker-Hao I^rh^-e • Comin ; irom the bn; er-cl < ratha landlord
family has in him still the vices Of the decs. Lack of politi 1 
seriousness,individualist and subjective,lapses into periods of Inactivity

8# hr .Tukharjee and asurkar- r re new ambers of ’he 70*.

Th® FOC meeting in April removed some oi its members of the tOC 
ana evaluation of these comrades is also given here.

1* t-b--Jnr- Coming as he cots from the KdC,he continues to _?ve the feudal 
ideology even today. His approach to problems is sub^ectlvt ith the 
stamp of bourgeois mysticism,garbed in Marxian phrae^mongerinv. In the 
name of family llminations,he remains inactive.

nters into factional > roar in,? with kote and Paranjpe and attacks 
hour, eoie reformism of the CC a® a smokescreen to hide his o*n inactivyt.

udm Deiih^uHx-railiem56Conomis^ intolerant to criticisr,no iaith in 
or>ln •€!£«« and vanity.

3» £— shram- rhe s?4ne traits as of ^udaa.

nr .Ptwardee- v. Gandhian individualist, tail in. behind spontaneity, 
absence of aeriouc political understanding,touchy to criticism#

WcherJee-Ideolo. 1c lly veak,not able to . vt over his family 
att 'c^Vnt,nbscr*e of olltle 1 serlousner^ and sen ? of onslbiilty 
- f;«en at various periods. 1 rln ’ instances are-1) absence for a hole 
month on the ew of the irovincir l swsep rs’ strut 1 , Trailing behind 
spontane ity •
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